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ABSTRACT
Digital image restoration is a fundamental image processing problem with underlying physical moti­
vations. A digital imaging system is unable to generate a continuum of ideal pointrwise measurements 
of the input scene. Instead, the acquired digital image is an array of measured values. Generally, 
algorithms can be developed to remove a  significant part of the error associated with these measure 
image values provided a proper model of the image acquisition system is used as the basis for the 
algorithm development. The continuous/discrete/continuous (C /D /C) model has proven to be a 
better alternative compared to the relatively incomplete image acquisition models commonly used 
in image restoration. Because it is more comprehensive, the C /D /C  model offers a  basis for devel­
oping significantly better restoration filters. The C /D /C  model uses Fourier domain techniques to 
account for system blur a t the image formation level, for the potentially important effects of aliasing, 
for additive noise and for blur at the image reconstruction level.
This dissertation develops a wavelet-based representation for the C/D/C model, including a 
theoretical treatment of convolution and sampling. This wavelet-based C /D /C  model representation 
is used to formulate the image restoration problem as a generalized least squares problem. The use 
of wavelets discretizes the image acquisition kernel, and in this way the image restoration problem is 
also discrete. The generalized least squares problem is solved using the singular value decomposition. 
Because image restoration is only meaningful in the presence of noise, restoration solutions must 
deal with the issue of noise amplification. In this dissertation the treatment of noise is addressed 
with a restoration parameter related to the singular values of the discrete image acquisition kernel. 
The restoration procedure is assessed using simulated scenes and real scenes with various degrees of 
smoothness, in the presence of noise. All these scenes are restoration-challenging because they have 
a considerable amount of spatial detail at small scale. An empirical procedure that provides a good 
initial guess of the restoration parameter is devised.
viii
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Introduction
0.1 Im age R estoration— A  R ev iew
Restoration plays an important part in virtually ever}' digital image processing application. In the 
mid 1960’s the first success visible to the general public was the application of image restoration to 
improve the quality of images captured by cameras on NASA remote space vehicles. Since then, 
as digital computers penetrated various aspects of modem life the domain of image and signal 
restoration has extended. Aerial photography, satellite multi-spectral imagery and high-resolution 
synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) imager}' are used for cartography, land-use analysis, ocean water 
monitoring, coastline change detection, geolog}', mineral exploration, crop and forest monitoring 
and prediction, climate pattern analysis, weather forecast and military surveillance. Microscope 
images. EKGs and EEGs. images obtained via x-ray, computerized tomography, positron emission 
tomography, magnetic resonance and ultrasound are all used in medical practice. Ground-based 
telescope and astronomy satellite digital images are used for astronomical research. Various data 
such as movies, records and video recordings have been digitally processed due to a  historic, legal, 
artistic or commercial interest. Image restoration can be used in all of these applications, and 
frequently is.
Image restoration is a fundamental image processing problem with underlying physical moti­
vations. No digital imaging system is able to perform ideal point-wise measurements of the input 
scene. Instead, the acquired digital image consists of measured image values, rather than true scene 
values. Hence there is a need to process the acquired digital image, subject to image fidelity re-
2
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3quirements, in an attem pt to remove any measurement error and obtain an accurate representation 
of the original scene. This digital processing, obtained as a solution to a restoration problem, is 
necessarily model-based. That is, a significant part of the measurement error can be removed only 
if a proper model of the image acquisition system is used.
The continuous/discrete/continuous (C /D /C) system model [64, 66] has proven to be a better 
alternative compared to several relatively incomplete image formation-acquisition models previously 
proposed and used in image restoration. By being more comprehensive, the C /D /C  model offers a 
basis for developing significantly better restoration filters [38, 37, 65, 66, 64, 68, 69, 70, 42, 41, 31, 
73. 74] that account for blurring, aliasing, and electronic and quantization noise. While the interest 
in using a C /D /C  model to obtain better restoration results is growing [8, 38, 37, 66, 31, 73], there 
are instances where incomplete understanding of the C /D /C  model arises in lengthy derivations 
and inaccurate comparisons [8], and numerous instances where less comprehensive models are used 
instead.
Traditional modeling of the image acquisition system, including the C/D/C system model and 
the associated solution to the restoration problem is developed in the frequency (Fourier) domain [2. 
8. 33, 38. 37, 43, 51, 65, 66, 64. 36, 42, 41, 31. 68, 69, 70, 73, 74]. While constituting a widely 
and successfully used basis for image restoration studies, because they are especially suited for the 
analysis of periodic signals Fourier-based techniques have limitations. For example, it is the case that 
some scene phenomena involving abrupt variations—like an “edge” or a '‘spike” —can be adequately 
represented only if a huge number of the (possibly) infinitely many Fourier series components are 
retained. The sharper the variations in the scene, the larger the number of components that must 
be retained. For computational reasons, only a finite number of Fourier components can be used. 
Therefore, one either chooses to produce a  smooth (filtered) version of the spike or risk distortion 
throughout the scene, concentrated around the spike—a Fourier series truncation artifact known as 
“ringing”.
It is also the rast* tha t the Fourier series has a global flavor, as the computation of each Fourier 
component uses all available scene values. And the magnitude of the Fourier components does not 
reflect a direct connection with local spatial domain features. For these reasons Fourier methods are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4essentially non-adaptive. When traditional Fourier methods are used to solve a  C /D /C  model-based 
restoration problem, one obtains a global solution.
0.2 W avelet M eth od s— A  R eview
In the past decade the interest in wavelets as a new mathematical tool for signed and image analysis 
has increased considerably. In retrospect, the first development in wavelets, which is now refered 
to as the Haar wavelet, occurred early in this century [55]. Wavelet-type constructions have been 
used over the past twenty years in various forms: as digital filter banks (QMFs) in “subband coding 
schemes”, as “time/frequency atoms” in speech signal processing and as “coherent states” in quan­
tum mechanics. Wavelet-tvpe constructions also appeared in renormalization procedures in quantum 
field theory, as well as in the analysis of seismic signals. Independently, wavelets also emerged as 
mathematical tools for the analysis of various function spaces. Recently, wavelets were identified as 
a synthesis concept [23] virtually retrievable in various preceding constructions. In parallel a fast 
algorithm for the wavelet transform was developed [53].
Wavelet methods are more successful than standard methods in solving certain PDE systems 
and in compressing image data better than JPEG, subband coding, and other compression schemes. 
Wavelet-based compression obtains better compression rates and a good image quality with no 
blocking artifacts. For these reasons, for example, a biorthogonal wavelet is the standard adopted 
by the FBI for compressing digitized fingerprint images [9, 99]. In parallel, wavelets have been 
subjected to rigorous mathematical investigation [15, 24. 55].
Versus Fourier-based methods, wavelet-based methods offer several advantages. The most salient 
one is the simultaneous localization in space and frequency of the wavelet coefficients which facilitates 
answering questions which cannot be answered via standard Fourier methods, like ‘is  there an edge 
in the scene at a particular location?” . Unlike Fourier transforms, a wavelet transform of an edge 
produces a few large wavelet coefficients in the area of the discontinuity.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
0.3 R esearch  C ontribution
This dissertation develops a wavelet-based approach for solving the C /D /C  model-based restoration 
problem. This approach is based on the construction of the appropriate wavelet-based mathemat­
ical formulas and algorithms that correspond to the C /D /C  imaging system model, as well as the 
derivation of a wavelet-based solution to the restoration problem.
The C /D /C  imaging system model represents the following aspects of the imaging process:
• In the image formation stage the original scene undergoes a  •‘blur”-type distortion, like lens 
blur and sensor blur.
• At the sensor level a digital image is obtained via sampling and as a result small-scale variations 
in the scene are under-sampled so that the image is degraded by aliasing.
• Quantization and other measurement uncertainties which appear in the digital image are mod­
eled as additive, random noise.
• The processed digital image is reconstructed in a continuous scene form, which produces ad­
ditional image reconstruction blurring.
The theory for C /D /C  imaging system modeling in the spatial domain and in the frequency 
domain by traditional methods is well established. This dissertation introduces a new wavelet domain 
C /D /C  imaging system modeling technique. This modeling technique is based on using wavelets to 
represent all aspects of the C /D /C  imaging system model. The use of wavelet domain modeling 
permits the formulation of a wavelet-based solution to the digital image restoration problem. The 
solution consists of a wavelet procedure which exhibits two desirable features inherently related to 
compactly supported symmetrical wavelets: edge preservation and locality. These features are not 
present in traditional Fourier-based solutions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
60.4 D issertation  O u tlin e
C hap ter 1 describes the traditional methods for imaging system modeling. The description of the 
C/D/C imaging system model highlights the computations associated with each component, both 
in the spatial domain and in the frequency (Fourier) domain.
C h ap te r 2 contains the formal definition of the C/D/C model-based restoration problem, in­
cluding a Fourier-based solution. This chapter defines the C /D /C  model-based restoration problem 
as it relates to wavelet domain modeling, and closes with a comparison of Fourier-based and wavelet- 
based modeling.
The research contributions of this dissertation are contained in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. For a 
summary of key wavelet domain concepts and formulas used throughout these chapters, the reader 
is refered to Appendix A.
C hap ter 3 describes the C /D /C  imaging system modeling in an orthonormal compactly sup­
ported (ONCS) wavelet domain. ONCS wavelets were discovered by Daubechies [23]; the underlying 
ONCS wavelet theory is described in Appendix A. The wavelet used throughout the examples in 
this chapter is the Haar wavelet. Although the Haar wavelet is the most basic of the ONCS class, 
it has an important symmetry property, which the rest of the class does not have. This property is 
essential for consistent C/D /C system modeling.
C h ap te r 4 describes the C /D /C  imaging system modeling using compactly supported biorthog- 
onal (Bi-ONCS) wavelets, which satisfy the perfect representation property. This is an important 
sine qua non property, along with finiteness and symmetry. All these properties have to be satisfied 
to model the C /D /C  imaging system in the wavelet domain without producing hard-to-quantify 
error terms. The simultaneous satisfaction of these properties is only possible when using the more 
complex Bi-ONCS wavelet framework, which is equivalent to the perfect reconstruction finite im­
pulse response (FIR) filter banks framework [24, 40]. However, not all Bi-ONCS wavelets are useful 
for C/D /C imaging system modeling. Therefore, a rationalization is presented for the choice of a 
comolution-consistent Bi-ONCS wavelet family.
C h ap te r 5 presents the derivation of a solution to the restoration problem in the Bi-ONCS
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7wavelet domain, and the corresponding digital processing procedure. Wavelet domain modeling 
discretizes the image acquisition kernel. In this way the image restoration problem is formulated as 
a discrete linear least squares problem and solved by using the singular value decomposition of the 
wavelet-based C /D /C  model image acquisition kernel. As is typical for image restoration problems, 
the image acquisition kernel is ill-conditioned and rank ambiguous. The treatment of noise is related 
to the singular values of the image acquisition kernel and based on minimizing the solution residual 
consistent with the variance of the noise.
C h ap te r 6 assesses the restoration procedure using simulated and real scenes with various 
degrees of smoothness. All these scenes are restoration-challenging because they contain considerable 
spatial detail at small scale. With no simulated additive noise, the original scene is restored exactly. 
In the presence of noise, noise amplification is controlled by adjusting an algorithm parameter. For 
the scenes considered, a good value for the parameter is related to the relative magnitude of the noise 
component and truncation components of the estimated solution residual, relatively independent of 
the scene smoothness. A satisfactory empirical procedure for automatically deciding on a good 
parameter value is demonstrated.
C h ap te r 7 presents conclusions and suggestions for further work.
A ppendix  A describes key wavelet domain concepts and formulas used throughout this disser­
tation. Since there is no widespread agreement, at this time, on what notation to use for everything 
from fundamental constructions to wavelet domain variables, the wavelet formulas axe presented in 
a notation unique to this dissertation, which borrows some elements from [55] and [24].
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Chapter 1
C /D /C  System  M odel
This chapter describes the end-to-end C /D /C  system model, including input scenes, image acquisi­
tion filtering, sampling, additive noise, digital restoration filtering and image reconstruction filtering. 
Section 1.1 introduces the C /D /C  model, Section 1.2 presents the spatial domain processing asso­
ciated with each element in the model, and Section 1.3 does the same for the frequency domain 
processing.
The C /D /C  system model is presented in a 1-d setting, which facilitates the development of a 
wavelet-based m o d e lin g  approach and the evaluation of the corresponding restoration results. The 
extension to 2-d will be the object of future development. Previous work in Fourier-based restoration 
using the C /D /C  model [64, 66, 67, 42. 41, 31. 38, 68, 69. 70. 74] was developed in both a 1-d and 
2-d setting.
1.1 C /D /C  M od el— O verview
The image restoration problem in this dissertation is based upon the continuous/discrete/continuous 
(C /D /C) model [64, 66, 42, 41, 31]. For a comprehensive list of references for the C /D /C  model 
see [42, 41]. Because it is more comprehensive than the model commonly used, the C /D /C  model 
offers a basis for developing significantly better restoration filters [64, 66, 67, 42, 41, 31, 38, 68, 69, 
70, 73, 74] that account for blurring, aliasing, and electronic and quantization noise. A recent survey
8
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d - reconstruction filter
Figure 1.1: The C /D /C  System Model
of image restoration research indicates the use of this model among the driving research factors in 
the field [4. 67].
Two related model issues are of particular interest: the continuous versus discrete nature of 
scenes, images, noise and filters and their periodic versus aperiodic representation. The C/D /C 
model involves continuous entities (functions) as well as discrete entities (sequences). The model 
processing flow in Figure 1.1 starts with continuous entities: the input scene function s is convolved 
with the image formation point spread function (PSF) h to form the pre-sample image function g. 
After the sampling S , the C /D /C  model processing flow continues with discrete entities. The random 
noise sequence e is added to  the output of the sampling process to form the digital image sequence p. 
The digital image is then processed by digital filtering with the processing filter sequence f  to form 
the filtered image sequence q. Finally, the filtered image is convolved with the image reconstruction 
PSF d to obtain the output image function r. The name of the C /D /C  model indicates the succession 
of continuous/discrete/continuous entities along the model processing flow.
An inherent feature of the C /D /C  model is that the image formation PSF h, the digital processing 
filter sequence /  and the image reconstruction PSF d are aperiodic. However, to facilitate the use of 
discrete Fourier methods only, the scene function s and the additive noise sequence e are assumed
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to be periodic. This periodicity property propagates along the processing flow in Figure 1.1 to g, p. 
q and r.
Sampling is assumed to be uniform. For the purpose of Sections 1.2, 1.3, 2.1 and 3.1 only, the 
continuous spatial coordinate system is normalized to the inter-sample distance, so that sampling 
occurs at the integers. In this normalized coordinate system the image acquisition system field-of- 
view has length N , where N  is the number of samples. Generally, except for Sections 1.2, 1.3, 2.1 
and 3.1 sampling occurs at the inter-sample distance £.
1.2 C /D /C  M od el— Spatial D om ain
This section describes the C /D /C  system model in the spatial domain. The scene function s input to 
the image acquisition system is convolved by the aperiodic image acquisition PSF h. The resulting 
pre-sample image function g = s * h is defined by
/•O O
g(x) = / s(x')h{x — x')dx' — oo < x < oo. (1.1)
J — OO
Only the portion of g actually captured by the image acquisition system field of view is of interest. 
For the purpose of Sections 1.3, 2.1 and 3.1 only, s and g are periodic with period N , where X  is 
the length of the image acquisition system field-of-view or, equivalently, the number of samples per 
period.
At the sensor level the pre-sample image function g undergoes “area sampling”, analog-to-digital 
conversion and quantization to form the digital image sequence p. A choice is made to model the 
area sampling process which takes place at the sensor level as two separate operations: sensor (area) 
blurring, and (point) sampling. This is accounted for in the C /D /C  model by explicitly modeling 
the (point) sampling, denoted by S  in Figure 1.1, and cascading the sensor PSF with the image 
formation PSF to form the image acquisition PSF h in equation (1.1).
The additive random noise sequence e models sources of stochastic, zero mean, scene-independent
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system noise including the electronic noise generated by sensors and analog-to-digital quantization. 
The digital image sequence p =  S(g) +  e is defined by
p H  = s(n) + e(n]. n =  0 , ± 1, ± 2, . . .  (1.2)
For the purpose of Sections 1.3, 2.1 and 3.1 only, both p and e are periodic with period N.
Digital processing in the C /D /C  model is realized by convolving the digital image sequence p 
with an aperiodic convolution kernel sequence / .  The filtered digital image sequence q = p * /  is 
defined by
OO
=  5Z  P[n']f[n ~ n#] n =  0, ± 1 ,± 2 ,. . .  (1.3)
n ' = —oc
For the purpose of Sections 1.3 and 2.1 only, q is periodic with period N.
The discrete-to-continuous conversion of the filtered image sequence q via convolution with an 
aperiodic image reconstruction PSF d constitutes an explicit part of the C /D /C  model. A common 
instance of this conversion process is a display device that converts discrete data into a continuous 
form for viewing, in which case d is the display PSF. Other instances include processing the fil­
tered digital image for the purpose of resampling, correction for geometric distortion, registration, 
recognition and classification. In any case, the reconstructed scene function r  =  q * d is defined by
OO
r(x) =  ^  q[n]d(x — n) — oo <  x < oo. (1.4)
n = —oo
For the purpose of Sections 1.3 and 2.1 only, r  is periodic with period N.
To summarize equations (1.1) to (1.4), in the spatial domain the end-to-end C /D /C  system
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model in Figure 1.1 is given by
r = (S(s * h) + e) * f  * d (1.5)
where <S and * are the sampling and convolution operators, respectively. Equivalently
r(x) = ^  ^  ^ 2  ( /  s(x')h(n' -  x') dx' +  e[n']^ f[n  -  n']^ d(x -  n) (1.6)
for —oc < x  < oo.
1.3 C /D /C  M odel— Frequency D om ain
The convolution and sampling theorems in this section are based on [66]. Because the C /D /C  
model is linear, and—except for sampling and additive noise—the model is also shift-invariant, it 
is traditional to describe the model in the frequency domain. The assumption of periodicity allows 
the following discrete Fourier-based representation of the scene function s via an aperiodic sequence 
of complex-valued Fourier coefficients S  defined by
1 r N5[z/] =  — /  s(x) exp(-i2;rxi//Ar) dx v  =  0, ±1, ± 2 , . . .  (1.7)
Jo
The Fourier-based scene representation is assumed to be band limited so that at most 2 r + 1  Fourier 
coefficients can be nonzero, namely S[u] for v — 0, ± 1 , . . .  , ± r ,  where r  is a cutoff frequency index.
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The scene can be synthesized in the spatial domain using the finite Fourier series
13
s(x) =  S\v\exp{i2xxv[N) — oo < x < oo. (1.8)
M<r
Although real scenes are not truly band limited, using equation (1.8) to band limit the scene does 
not affect the accuracy of the C /D /C  model provided the cutoff frequency index r  is chosen so that 
the scene does not have a significant amount of energy- at frequencies higher than r ,  which can be 
arbitrarily large relative to N .
T h eo rem  1.3.1 (C onvolu tion  T h eo rem  I) The Fourier-based, representation of the periodic pre­
sample image function g = s * h consists of the aperiodic sequence of complex-valued Fourier coeffi­
cients G defined by
G[u] = H(u/X)S[v] U  = 0, ±1. ± .. . ± T (1-9)
where the aperiodic image formation transfer function H  is defined by
H(uj) = f  h(x)exp(—i2TTuix)dx — x  < uj < x .  (1-10)
J —oc
The sa m p lin g  passband is given by |i//iV| < 0.5 where 0.5 is the Nvquist frequency in a spa­
tial domain coordinate system with unit inter-sample distance. The following theorem shows that 
the frequency domain correspondent of sampling is the folding of frequencies outside the sampling 
passband into the sampling passband to produce the aliased component sequence a.
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T heorem  1.3.2 (S am pling  T heorem  ) The Fourier-based representation of the periodic digital 
image sequence p = S{g) 4- e consists of the periodic sequence of complex-valued Fourier coefficients 
p defined by
p[u] = G[v\ + a[i/| + e[v\ v  =  0 ,1 ,. . .  , N  — 1 (1.11)
where i  is the periodic sequence defined by
1 N~l
e[u] = — eln] exP(~ i2itvn/N ) v — 0 ,1 ,. ..  , N  — 1 (112)
n = 0
and a. is the aperiodic aliased component sequence defined by
= £  6 [i/ -  kN] v  =  0 , ± 1, ± 2 . . . (1.13)
Typically, s contains sub-pixel scale features—detail at spatial domain scales smaller than the 
inter-sample distance. In the frequency domain this corresponds to 5  having significant energy at 
frequencies greater than the Nyquist frequency. Equivalently, this corresponds to r  being much 
larger than jV/*2. If H(u>) is nonzero at frequencies u  = u /N  with |w| > 0.5 then G also has 
significant energy at frequencies greater than Xyquist. As a  consequence, generally a is nonzero in 
the sampling passband.
T heo rem  1.3.3 (C onvolu tion  T heorem  II) The Fourier-based representation of the periodic fil­
tered image sequence q =  p * f  consists of the periodic sequence of complex-valued Fourier coefficients
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q defined by
i\v\ — v  =  0 ,1, . . .  ,N  -  1 (1.14)
where the periodic digital filter transfer function f  is defined by
X
f(u! )=  ^  /[n]exp(—ilrrum) -  oo < u  < oo. (1-15)
n = —oc
Similarly to the input scene s. the output image function r can also contain detail at spatial 
domain scales smaller than the inter-sample distance. As shown in [66], this results in the choice of 
a common value of r  in equation (1.8). Theorem 1.3.1. equation (1.19) and Theorem 1.3.4.
Theorem 1.3.4 (Convolution Theorem III) The Fourier-based representation of the periodic 
output image function r =  q * d consists of the aperiodic sequence of complex-valued Fourier coeffi­
cients R defined by
R[v] = D{i//N)q[v mod jV] v =  0, ±1, . . .  , ± r  (1-16)
where the aperiodic reconstruction transfer function D is defined by
/OO d(x)exp(—i2rrLJx)dx -  ao < u; < oo. (1.17)
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To summarize equations (1.7) to (1.17), the end-to-end frequency domain characterization of the 
C /D /C  model in Figure 1.1 is
R[u\ =  (s[i/]f/(i//AT) +  a[v\ + e[r/]) f { v /N )D {v /N )  (1.18)
for 1/  = 0, ±1, ± 2 , . . .  ±  r .  The output image can be synthesized in the spatial domain by using the 
finite Fourier series
r(x) =  ^  exp(z2jrzi//jV) — oc < x < oo. (1-19)
The process of discretizing spatial domain convolution integrals can produce potentially signifi­
cant errors and the resulting convolution sums generally have 0 ( N 2) complexity. Therefore, for 
C /D /C  imaging system modeling at the computational level the frequency domain characterization 
in equation (1.18) is usually used, instead of the spatial domain characterization in equation (1.6). 
For s im i l a r  reasons, the convolution sum q = p * f  is typically implemented in the frequency do­
main. A notable exception, however, is the recent small-kemel spatial domain restoration filter 
research (73. 74]. This research shows that efficient spatial domain filter kernels can be designed 
of size K  .V which approximate well a spatially unconstrained restoration kernel. This method 
yields q = p*  f  convolution sums in the spatial domain with 0 { N K )  complexity. An algorithm for 
computing this type of kernel is found in [73].
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R estoration  Overview
This chapter formally defines the image restoration problem. For this purpose, Section 2.1 uses the 
C /D /C  imaging system model in the traditional Fourier-based setting. The wavelet-based image 
restoration problem is introduced in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 briefly outlines the frequency domain 
limitations and wavelet domain advantages, as they relate to the image restoration problem.
2.1 Fourier-B ased R estora tion
With reference to the C /D /C  system model in Figure 2.1, the objective of image restoration is to 
design a digital filter that compensates for the effect of acquisition blur, sampling, additive random 
noise and reconstruction blur. The digital restoration filter /  is designed such that the output image 
r  matches the input scene s in the sense that if r were input to the C /D /C  model instead of s 
then, except for additive random noise, one would obtain a digital image p' which is statistically 
indistinguishable from p. Formally, the image restoration problem is stated as follows.
D efinition 2.1.1 (Fourier-based Im age Restoration) Given p, h, d and the noise variance cr~, 
the image restoration problem is solved by constructing a digital filter f  such that ||p — p'\\2 = 
where r = p * f  * d and p' = S (r  * h).
In this definition the notation || • ||2 represents the squared Euclidean norm in .
17
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Figure 2.1: The Fourier-based Image Restoration Problem
The image restoration problem in Definition 2.1.1 is formulated in the context of the constrained 
least-squares (CLS) framework. A detailed presentation of the CLS restoration solution can be found 
in [38, 37].
In general, infinitely many choices for the digital restoration filter /  yield digital images p' that 
satisfy the condition ||p — p'||2 =  er2. The CLS filter derivation imposes a smoothness constraint on 
r in terms of a user-specified aperiodic high-pass filter function c. Therefore, the metric used by 
the CLS technique has a smoothness term S2 =  ||c * r ||2 and a fidelity term F2 = ||p — p '||2. The 
objective of the CLS technique is to construct the digital processing filter /  that not only satisfies 
the condition F2 = a2 but also minimizes the metric J 2 = a S 2 +  F2 where a  is a user specified 
non-negative retd-valued parameter.
A Fourier-based solution to the restoration problem is the C /D /C  model-based CLS restoration 
filter
*______  (2.D
a« |C V )T > (u ;)|2»  +  |((ff(a;)£»(u;)))|2
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where (•)’ denotes the complex conjugate of (•) and the notation ((•)) stands for the frequency’ folded 
infinite sum defined as in [68] by
<(B(w )»= £  B { u -  k) ( 2 -2 )
k=-oo
for any aperiodic function B(u>). A suitable value of the parameter a  may be computed using the
"Chi square choice” and the function c may be chosen from a  family of high-pass filters [37].
The CLS restoration approach has two important characteristics. One is that the CLS restoration 
solution is designed for a particular image p, not for an ensemble of images, as is the case for 
traditional Wiener filter methods [64. 68, 69, 70, 73]. The other is that the CLS restoration approach 
eliminates the Wiener filter restoration requirement to estimate hard-to-obtain statistics of the input 
scene.
The Fourier-based restoration process uses a knowledge of h and d to compute the CLS restoration 
filter f{ui) given by equation (2.1). The Fourier-based representation of the restored image is then 




f?[t/] =  p[v mod N ] f  (u/N)D(i//N) u =  0 ,1 ,. . .  r (2-4)
The restored image r  can be synthesized in the spatial domain using equation (1.19) with fi[—u]
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2.2 W avelet-B ased  R estoration
A wavelet-based solution to the image restoration problem is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Formally, the 
wavelet-based restoration problem is defined as follows.
D efinition 2.2.1 (W avelet-based  Im age R esto ra tio n ) Given p, h and the noise variance o \, 
the image restoration problem is solved by constructing a wavelet processing procedure W such that 
£T||p — p'||2] =  a<Tg + (3 where r =  VV(p), p' = S(r * h) and a . $ are real-valued constants.
The notation £[•] denotes the expected %-alue as an average over all possible realizations of the 











Figure 2.2: The Wavelet-Based Image Restoration Problem
A wavelet-based solution to the restoration problem is developed in Chapter 5 based on a wavelet - 
domain representation of the C /D /C  system model developed in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.3 C om parison
This section summarizes some characteristics of Fourier-based solutions to the image restoration 
problem and highlights the features offered by the wavelet-based solution developed in this disser­
tation.
Previous significant Fourier-based solutions that use the C /D /C  system model are inherently 
global, as are most traditional Fourier-based solutions tha t use less comprehensive system models.
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As a consequence, solutions such as the one described in Section 2.1 cannot account for shift-variant 
image acquisition blur, or for a space-variant texture throughout the scene. By comparison, the 
wavelet-based solution in this dissertation is a local solution, as a direct consequence of using an 
aperiodic, compactly supported wavelet basis. This locality property, described in Chapter 3, is 
essential for modeling shift-variant image acquisition blur and space-variant texture throughout the 
scene.
The modeling of scenes and images with abrupt features constitutes a challenge for Fourier-based 
solutions such as the one in Section 2.1. By comparison, wavelet-based modeling allows for a more 
accurate representation of abrupt features such as edges and spikes. That is, the use of the wavelet 
domain instead of the frequency domain permits edge preservation in the restoration solution, as 
discussed in Chapter 3.
Solving the restoration problem via a local, shift-variant algorithm constitutes an issue of in­
terest [8] for two reasons. First, there are situations when the digital image exhibits shift-variant 
blurring due to lenses aberration, camera or scene motion, and other geometric conditions [37]. 
Relative to Figure 2.1. one could model this type of process by making the image-acquisition PSF 
shift-variant. The digital processing filter /  would then need to be shift-variant also. The standard 
procedure for treating shift-variant blurring consists of partitioning the digital image p into sub­
images having a size related to the shift variance of the image formation PSF h. A shift-invariant 
blur model is chosen for each sub-image, based on local image and degradation characteristics. 
Then each sub-image is subject to an independent restoration problem, with each restoration filter 
computed and applied independently [51, 91].
Second, one typically encounters space-variant texture throughout the input scene—some areas 
may be relatively coarse, while some others may exhibit small-scale features. A restoration solution 
adaptive to local scene smoothness is often desired. In general, adaptive solutions to the image 
restoration problem use recursive (Kalman) filtering, iterative adaptive filtering using a set theoretic 
approach, or some MAP (maximum a posteriori) method [4]. Although these approaches permit spa­
tial adaptivity to be incorporated, each require prior statistical knowledge of the scene—information 
hardly available—and a significant amount of computation.
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By comparison with other previous approaches, wavelet domain processing offers a framework for 
a unified treatment of regions in the scene at different spatial resolutions. This dissertation develops 
a wavelet-based framework for the C /D /C  model, and uses this model to construct a  wavelet-based 
solution to the restoration problem. The spatial resolution of the solutions can be varied, thereby 
allowing for space-variant processing that can account for both shift-variant blur and space-variant 
texture.
While the description of scenes using wavelet methods is the core of recent successful research 
in signal and image compression, the use of wavelets in signal/image restoration has not been 
thoroughly explored. At this time only a handful of papers are available on wavelet-based restora­
tion [10, 83. 101] and related recovery problems [94, 93]. The work in [10, 83, 101] uses a less 
comprehensive discrete/discrete (D/D) system model. Further, in [10] wavelet methods are only 
present in the choice of the image acquisition PSF as a scaling function. Thereby a wavelet-related 
filter bank scheme is included in am iterative, otherwise traditional D/D model based CLS restora­
tion technique. The derivation of the solution does not use the wavelet domain, and experimental 
restoration results are presented only for one particular popular digital image. Results in [10] show 
that, for the particular image used, the quadity of the restoration—expressed as peak signal-to-noise 
ratio (peak SNR)—is not sensitive to the CLS technique parameter when compared to the usual 
optimized conjugate graidient algorithm with Laplace regularization. Thus the approach in [10] has 
the advantage of not necessarily requiring the estimation of am optimad CLS parauneter a. However, 
a t the same time, the traditionad iterative method for computing the optimal value of the parauneter 
a  performs better than the wavelet method in [10]. A wavelet-domain Wiener filter based on the 
D/D model was derived in [101] and independently in [3]. Both approaches address the requirement 
of symmetry by using Daubechies’ least asymmetric scading function and remain within the ONCS 
framework. The errors resulting from less than perfect symmetry are not explicitely quantified. In­
dependently, an approach similar to the one in this dissertation was taken in [94, 93] using, however, 
a simplified system model which does not explicitely account for additive noise.
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C /D /C  System  M odel— ONCS  
W avelet Dom ain
In this dissertation the C /D /C  system model constitutes the foundation for a wavelet-based solution 
to the image restoration problem. The representation of the C/D/C system model involves the 
wavelet-based modeling of scenes (functions) and digital images (sequences), as well as the wavelet- 
based modeling of the convolution and sampling operators in the C /D /C  model, while properly 
accounting for the presence of additive noise. This modeling has to be done in such a way as to 
provide computational tools to compensate for convolution, sampling and noise.
This chapter focuses on the wavelet-based modeling of scenes and digital images. Issues related 
to modeling the convolution and sampling operators are addressed in Chapter 4, and those involving 
the solution to the restoration problem are addressed in Chapter 5.
In this chapter scenes and images are represented in the orthonormal compactly supported (ONCS) 
wavelet domain. The ONCS wavelet domain facilitates the introduction and presentation of wavelet- 
based methods applied to the C /D /C  model. However, the wavelet-based representation and model­
ing actually used in this dissertation to solve the image restoration problem is the Bi-ONCS wavelet 
domain presented in Chapter 4.
For reference, Section 3.1 summarizes the Fourier-based representation of scene functions and
23
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image sequences. Section 3.2 introduces the important ONCS Haar wavelet. Section 3.3 presents 
the wavelet-based representation of scene functions and image sequences using ONCS wavelets. 
Section 3.4 compares the Fourier-based and wavelet-based representations of an example scene. 
Section 3.5 describes the reconstruction of scene functions, starting from the ONCS wavelet-based 
representation thereof. Section 3.6 shows the limitations of the ONCS wavelet domain—with the 
exception of the Haar wavelets, those ONCS wavelets which are useful for C /D /C  imaging system 
modeling do not allow for perfect reconstruction.
3.1 R ep resen tation  o f  Scenes and Im ages— F req u en cy  D o­
m ain
As discussed in Chapter 1. the C /D /C  model involves both functions and sequences. From a 
theoretical perspective, the continuous spatial domain is the real line R with spatial variable x. In 
the spatial domain a scene is represented as a function s(x) with x 6 [0, N ).  The discrete spatial 
domain is the set of integers Z with spatial index n. In the spatial domain a  digital image is 
represented as a sequence p[n] with n = 0 ,1 ,...  , N  — I.
In the frequency domain, under the common assumption of scene/image periodicity, the repre­
sentation of scene functions and image sequences is discrete, which makes both amenable to discrete 
modeling. A more formal definition of the Fourier-based (frequency domain) representation of scenes 
and images is included in this section, as a point of comparison with the corresponding wavelet do­
main representation in Section 3.3.
Definition 3.1.1 (Fourier-based scene) A scene function s(x) defined in the spatial domain on 
[0, N ), and extended by periodicity on R, is equivalent to an infinite aperiodic sequence of complex­
valued Fourier coefficients 5[v] given by
1 rNS[i/] =  — /  s(x) exp(—t2<rxt//iV) dx v  =  0, ±1, ± 2 , . . .  (3.1)
** Jo
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The Fourier coefficients are computed as inner products of the scene s(x) with the Fourier basis 
functions exp(—i2~t/x/N)  for all v  € Z.
For computational purposes, a finite representation of s(r) is necessary. Without any real loss of 
generality, one makes the assumption that scenes are in reality band-limited in the sense that only 
a finite number of the Fourier coefficients in Definition 3.1.1 are retained.
D efin ition  3.1.2 (B an d -lim ited  Fourier-based  scene) A scene function s(x) is band-limited if 
5[i/] =  0 for all \u\ > r  where r  is the cutoff frequency index.
For digital images the situation is similar, except that their frequency domain representation is 
already finite.
D efin ition  3.1.3 (F ourier-based  d ig ita l im age) A digital image sequence p[n] defined in the
spatial domain for n =  0 ,1  N  — 1. and extended by periodicity on Z, is equivalent to an infinite
periodic sequence of complex-valued Fourier coefficients p[v\ given by
1 V_1
=  y  E  exP(~i2~vn/N) v = 0 .1  ,V -  1. (3.2)
* n = 0
3.2 H aar W avelet-B ased  R epresentations
Any scene function can be represented in either the frequency domain or the wavelet domain as 
linear combination of basis functions. The basis functions used in a Fourier-based representation are 
exp(—i2~ux/N)  for all v  G Z . In a wavelet-based representation the basis functions are ^>i(x) and 
Vjt(x)  for all j,  k  € Z. These basis functions are obtained by dilations and translation of two special 
functions, the scaling function <p(x) and the wavelet function t£(x). Numerous wavelet pairs (y\ u} 
can be constructed, all necessarily satisfying certain generic properties, but also exhibiting pair- 
specific properties. The class of wavelet pairs considered in this chapter generate ONCS wavelet 
domains; their properties are described in Appendix A. All examples in this chapter, and most
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examples elsewhere in the dissertation represent scenes using the Haar wavelet—the simplest of the 
ONCS wavelet class.
The Haar wavelet pair is denoted and defined as
=
ipl (x) =  <
1 x  6  [0,1)
0 otherwise
1 x  G [0 ,1 /2 )  




Both the Haar wavelet ipl {x) and the Haar scaling function ^ ( x )  are localized in space to the 
intervals x G 1^  =  1 ^  =  [0,1). The corresponding dilations and translations <p)tk{.x) and t/»jifc(x) 
are defined by
v£*(x) =  2 > 'V (2 * *  -  k)
&j'k (x) =  2j / 2iy1(2Jx -  k)
(3.5)
(3-6)
for all j ,  k  G Z. The dilations and translations are localized to intervals of width 2 3 centered on 
location 2~3{k + 1/2). That is, the spatial domain intervals supporting ¥?},*(*) and tl>jtk(x) are
I . )h = I < k  =[2~Jk,2-J(k +  l)).
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3.3 R epresentation  o f  Scenes and Im ages— O NCS W avelet 
D om ain
In recent years the wavelet domain has emerged as an alternate domain for scene and digital image 
representation in various relatively simple image processing applications like compression, coding, 
texture analysis, edge detection and noise suppression. Only a few wavelet domain restoration 
applications have been reported [10, 94, 93] and none of them are based on the C /D /C  model.
The C /D /C  imaging system model used in this dissertation is based on representing both scene 
functions and digital image sequences in the wavelet domain. This section formally describes the 
ONCS wavelet domain representation of scenes and images. For more detail about wavelet concepts 
and techniques, the reader is refered to Appendix A.
The discrete 2-dimensional wavelet domain representation of a generic scene function s(x) is 
an infinite matrix of wavelet coefficients S[j, k] with indices j  (resolution level) and k  (location at 
resolution j) . Relative to these spatial-frequency coordinates, the resolution level j  represents both 
the scale exponent for the spatial coordinate, and the band factor for the frequency coordinate. 
Specifically. 2~J is the spatial scale and 21 is the corresponding frequency band factor, thereby 
associating small scale spatial intervals with bands of high frequency, and vice-versa. The spatial 
domain location k at resolution j  is 2~Jk. Because of this correspondence, the value of each individual 
wa\-elet coefficients S\j, fc] may be interpreted in both the spatial and frequency domain.
The C /D /C  model spatial domain x  coordinate system is normalized to \h\/M, where |/i| is the 
PSF support and M 6  N the PSF degree of spline smoothness. In this coordinate system, the support 
of the image captured by the imaging system is L +  M  and the support of the input scene function 
is L. Additional calculation for the support of a real scene would include the distance between the 
lens, the sensor array and the real scene. In order to parallel the definition of ONCS wavelet-based 
scenes to Definition 3.1.1, N  is the number of samples in the digital image p. Correspondingly, the 
size of the image captured at the sensor array level size of the image captured at the sensor array 
level is equal to N£  in this coordinate system, where £ is the inter-sample distance—the distance 
between the centers of adjacent sensor cells. This normalization for the PSF (scaling function)
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support is consistent with the coordinate system convention widely used in wavelet methods based 
on support [0,1) for the Haar wavelet and it further enables the use of wavelet filter coefficient tables 
in [18, 24] for the wavelet-based convolution in Chapter 4. This normalization does not prohibit 
possible further development of a  more general, wavelet-based PSF model.
In the wavelet-based framework any representation is naturally constructed a t a  succession of 
scales, and the scales of C /D /C  model component representations are different from each other. 
The normalization of the coordinate system to the PSF support is equivalent to the choice of a 
scale 2° = 1 for the wavelet-based PSF representation, while leaving the scales of the scene and 
output image—2~J and £ =  2- /  respectively—as independent parameters. A simultaneous choice 
of a scale equal to 1 for either the wavelet-based scene representation, or the wavelet-based image 
representation, would constitute an unacceptably strong restriction. That is, the choice of a scale 
2~J = 1 for the scene representation would restrict the model to only scenes that have no detail at 
smaller scales than the scale of the PSF. Similarly, the choice of a  scale 2~l =  1 for the wavelet-based 
image representation—equivalent to a choice of the inter-sample distance £ =  1—would restrict the 
model to only sampling with inter-sample distance equal to \h\/M.
For the purpose of wavelet representation, the input scene function is padded with zero, if needed, 
up to a support [0, L) with L 6  N. From the wavelet-based modeling point of view, the possibility 
that the support of s could be initially much smaller than 1 does not introduce errors. However, 
in any case, the scale 2~J for the scene representation should be chosen, generally, small enough 
to resolve any important small-scale scene features. In general, a scale 2~J resolves well a scene 
which has features—spikes— with support on the order of 2~J in Definitions 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. In 
any case, the number of samples N  can be computed from the support of the scene function as 
.V = [(£ , +  M )/£ |. Therefore N £  ^  L necessarily, at least for any aperiodic wavelets. The design, 
use or properties of possibly periodic wavelets have not been thoroughly investigated in the wavelet 
literature a t this time.
D efinition  3.3.1 (O NCS W avelet-based  scene) A scene s(x) defined in the spatial domain on
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[0, L) is equivalent to an infinite matrix of ONCS wavelet coefficients k], S^lj ,  fc'] given by
=  f  s(x)ipQk(x) 
S * \ j ,k]=  [  s(x)ipjk{x) a
(3-7)
(3.8)
where {<p, ip) is the wavelet pair generating the ONCS basis, I^Q k and IV!j k are the spatial intervals
with j  > Q, -  |/v-| + 1 < k < [29 L] -  1 a n d -  \IV\ + 1 < k1 < -  1.
The choice of the parameter Q is arbitrary. The dilations and translations (basis functions) 
•PQk and iiiQk are defined in terms of [<p, ii>} analogous to equations (3.5) and (3.6). Also, \I^\ and 
|/v | are the widths of and Iv , the support intervals of the functions and xp. Scene functions
real length is included via extending the support to the next integer with zero values. In any case, 
by convention, for x & [0, L) the function value s(x) is assumed to be zero.
For computational reasons, only a  finite portion of the infinite matrix of wavelet coefficients is 
retained. That is, in this dissertation, scale-limited wavelet domain scene representations are used for 
modeling and performance evaluation purposes. The wavelet-based term “scale-limited” is defined 
analogous to the Fourier-based engineering term “band-limited” .
D efinition 3.3.2 (Scale-lim ited  w avelet-based scene I) A scene function s(r) is scale-limited 
if S^U,  A:] =  0 for j  > J  with k £ Z for a resolution cutoff level J  > Q .
Given a scene function s 6  £ 2([Q, L)) and a choice of an ONCS wavelet domain pair, the
scale-limited wavelet-based scene representation for some resolution cutoff level J  is equivalent to 
the function Pj(s)  £ V j .  This function is the orthogonal projection of s on the space V j which 
is the function space at level J  in the multiresolution analysis (MRA) associated with {xp,xp}, as 
described in Appendix A. Therefore a scale-limited wavelet-based scene can be equivalently defined
of definition for the functions ‘PQkiz) and rpjk(x) respectively, for Q £ Z arbitrary and j , k , k '  £ Z
considered in Definition 3.3.1 have support of integer length L. Any scene function with support of
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using this orthogonal projection.
D efinition 3.3.3 (Scale-lim ited  w avelet-based scene II) A scene function s(x) is scale-limited 
with resolution cutoff level J  if s = Vj(s)  for the function space V j  in the MRA associated with
& } ■
In general, the use of the projection Pj(s)  in place of s produces some loss of small-scale detail. 
The extent of this loss depends on the value of J  and on the choice of {<p, 0 }. For example, if a 
Haar waveiet-based scene representation is used then a stair-step effect is to be expected in Pj(s). 
Consequently, when comparing restoration results one needs to distinguish between an ideal scene, 
like the one in Figure 3.1(a), and the scale-limited Haar wavelet-based representation of this scene, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.1(b), which is actually used for computation purposes. In this dissertation, all 






Figure 3.1: (a) A scene s. (b) The scale-limited Haar-basis representation Pj(s)  corresponding to 
J  = 1.
Given a scene s and wavelet pair any wavelet coefficient S v [j, &] is associated with the
spatial interval and an associated frequency’ band B ^ i h . Generally, {<£,0 } can be chosen 
such that I1i!j k and BV)j k are finite. Then the value of the wavelet coefficient S v [j, A:] indicates the 
"variation” of the scene within the spatial interval r« ,, and frequency band BVjk. In this way, the 
wavelet-based scene representation in Definition (3.3.1) can be used to determine the magnitude and 
approximate location of variations in a given scene in both spatial and frequency coordinates.
The typical graphical rendering of a scale-limited wavelet-based representation uses a wavelet 
diagram, as shown in Example 3.4.1 in Section 3.4. In a wavelet diagram each wavelet coefficient is
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represented by a rectangular block. The magnitude of the wavelet coefficient is represented by the 
“grayness” (gray level) of the block, with white representing a zero coefficient, black representing the 
largest magnitude coefficient, and intermediate gray levels representing a coefficient of intermediate 
magnitude. The vertical axis represents the resolution level j  and the horizontal axis represents the
coordinate, using x  =  2~Jk for k = — |/^ | + 1, . . .  ,0 ,1 , - - - , [2J L] — 1. In this way the association of
of the spatial domain scene and the features of its band-limited wavelet domain representation. This 
is in contrast to Fourier-based representations where each Fourier coefficient has a  frequency domain 
association only.
For the purpose of wavelet-based representation only, a digital image p[n] for n =  0 ,1 , . . .  . N —l is 
represented in this dissertation based on the associated function p[L^/Cj] defined on [0 , N£) which is 
piecewise constant on intervals of width £ = 2- / . The wavelet-based representation of a digital image 
is naturally scale-limited for a cutoff resolution level I  = — log2 called the sampling resolution level.
D efinition 3.3.4 (W avelet-based digital im age) A digital image sequence p[n] defined in the 
spatial domain for n =  0 ,1 , . . .  . N  — 1 is equivalent to a matrix of ONCS Haar wavelet coefficients
where Q < j < I , 0 < k <  — 1 and 0 < k' < [’2-, iV] — 1 and {cp1, ^ 1} is the Haar wavelet
location k  a t resolution cutoff level J. The horizontal axis is usually mapped onto the spatial x
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3.4 A n  E xam p le
This section contains a discussion comparing the band-limited frequency domain representation S[i/j 
and the scale-limited wavelet domain representation S[y, fc] for an example scene s(x). The scene in 
Figure 3.2 was chosen because it has a prominent feature against a smooth background.
Exam ple 3.4.1 The continuous scene s(x) in Figure 3.2 is defined fo r x  €  [0,16) as
s(x) = <
cos(x/ 8  — 1) x €  [0,11) U [12,16) 
2.4 x 6  [11,12).
(3.11)
The band-limited Fourier-based representation consists of the Fourier coefficients in Figure 3.3. A 





42 4 4 to f 2
Figure 3.2: An example scene.
Figure 3.3 corresponds to Definition 3.1.1 with N  =  16 and to Definition 3.1.2 with r  =  100. Only 
the magnitude of the complex-valued Fourier coefficients is illustrated. Note that the coefficients 
are represented in decibels (dB), relative to S[l], as 201og10 |s[i/]/S[l]|. The Fourier coefficient S[0] 
(the mean) is much larger than all other coefficients and therefore it is not shown. Consistent with 
the globed nature of Fourier-based representations, the value of any particular Fourier coefficient
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Figure 3.3: The band-limited Fourier-based representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 consisting of 
the Fourier coefficient magnitude |s[i/]/S[l] j in dB for u =  1,2 , . . .  , r  with r  =  100.
S[«/] gives no indication about the value of s(x) at or around a particular x.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 correspond to Definition 3.3.1 with L = 16, <2 = —4 and \I^\ — |/^,| = 1, 
and to Definition 3.3.2 with 7 = 1 .  Figure 3.5 shows the Haar wavelet coefficients of the projection 
Pi(s) for the scene function s in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4 shows the same wavelet coefficients in a 
wavelet diagram. As previously mentioned, the gray levels in Figure 3.4 are assigned so that black 
represents the largest magnitude value, white represents zero, and the intermediate shades of gray 
represent intermediate magnitude values. The scaling function coefficient is left blank in
Figure 3.4, because its magnitude is much larger than the other coefficients, as seen in Figure 3.5. 
The inclusion of this coefficient would displace the gray level display of the other coefficients towards 
white, making gray level differences harder to discern.
The primary reason for using wavelet diagrams like Figure 3.4 in place of numerical tables like 
Figure 3.5 is that the top row of the wavelet coefficient table in Figure 3.5 may contain hundreds of 
values. Similarly, a  wavelet diagram like Figure 3.4 is preferred to a 3-dimensional plot because the 
latter can potentially obscure adjacent wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 3.4: A scale-limited wavelet-based representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 consisting of the 
Haar wavelet coefficient magnitudes S K'I[;, k] for Q < j  < J  and 0 < k < 2 j L — 1 with J  = 1 and 
Q = -  4.
Several observations can be made when comparing the scene in Figure 3.2 with the band-limited 
frequency domain representation in Figure 3.3 and the scale-limited wavelet domain representation 
in Figure 3.4.
1. Unlike the frequency domain scene representation in Figure 3.3, the wavelet domain represen­
tation in Figure 3.4 bears a resemblance to the spatial domain scene in Figure 3.2, as expected. 
Therefore, an answer to a question like “is there a  prominent feature somewhere in the scene 
in Figure 3.2, and is it possible to determine the location and scale of that feature?” can be 
obtained by inspecting the magnitude of the wavelet coefficients. That is, notice the relatively 
large magnitude of the wavelet coefficient S0 ' [—1,5] (dark shade) which indicates a prominent 
scene feature in the spatial interval  ^ =  [10, 12).
2. In Figure 3.4, a t resolution level j  — 0 the coefficient S * 1 [0,11] is zero (white) which indi­
cates that the interval 1^ i ^  =  [11, 12) may constitute a horizontal “plateau” with no further 
variation at resolution levels j  > 0.
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Figure 3.5: A scale-limited wavelet-based representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 consisting of the 
Haar wavelet coefficient magnitude 5 ° ' [j, A:] j and S^*[Q, 0]| for Q < j  < J  and Q < k <2> L — 1 
with J  = 1 and Q = — 4
3. In Figure 3.4, the gradual gray level variation in the horizontal direction for the j  = 0 row 
indicates smoothness at this scale. Because the gray levels are darker towards the ends, the 
slope may be smaller towards the center and somewhat larger (in magnitude) towards the 
ends.
The wavelet representation in Figure 3.4 is by no means unique, unlike the frequency repre­
sentation in Figure 3.3 which is unique. The reason for this non-uniqueness is that the wavelet 
coefficients depend on the choice of the wavelet pair (yj, ip) and there exist many possible wavelet 
pairs. This dissertation uses two wavelet domain families: the orthonormal compactly supported 
(ONCS) wavelet family is used throughout this chapter and the biorthogonal wavelet (Bi-ONCS) 
wavelet family is used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 . While mathematical derivations are valid across dif­
ferent wavelet domains within the same family, the numerical results and interpretations are related 
to the specific properties of the chosen {tp, ip} pair.
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3.5 R econ stru ction
Given a ONCS wavelet domain generated by a wavelet pair {cp, ip}, the wavelet domain representation 
of a scene is given by Definition 3-3.1. Only a finite number of coefficients is used, the others being 
discarded. The coefficients retained form a scale-limited ONCS wavelet domain scene representation 
for a resolution cutoff resolution level J. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize th a t the function 
reconstructed from a scale-limited ONCS wavelet-domain representation is the scene projection 
Vj(s)  € V j .  For a digital image the ONCS wavelet domain image representation has a finite number
of wavelet coefficients, as per Definition 3.3.4. Therefore the digital image can be reconstructed
exactly from its wavelet domain representation.
The errors associated with using a  scene projection Pj(s )  in place of s are dependent on the 
scene characteristics, on the wavelet pair {<p, ip} and on the choice of the cutoff resolution level J. 
For example, when using the Haar wavelet pair {ip1. ip1} the errors appear in the form of a  stair-step 
effect on otherwise smooth regions of the scene.
Given a function s and the corresponding ONCS wavelet coefficients given by Definition 3.3.1. 
the spatial domain representation of the projection Pj(s)  is
r 2 ° L l - l  J - 1  \ V L \ - l
Pj(s)(x)  = J 2  S v [Q’k]<PQk(x) + ^ 2  S^\j,k]ipjk (x) (3.12)
fc= -|/„ l+ i i —Q fc=—|/» l+ i
for an arbitrary Q < J  with Q 6  N and where the second term is zero if Q =  J.  This equation is 
typically used with Q =  — flog2 L] and J  > Q, or with Q > — pog2 L} and J  = Q. The projection 
P j(s) can exhibit features with support not smaller than 2 ' \IV\.
There is a  close connection between the reconstructed scene projection Pj{s)  and the idea of 
multiresolution analysis (MRA)—a common concept in wavelet research, described in Appendix A. 
A MRA is a  sequence of subspaces V j .  for J  € Z, associated with a wavelet pair {tp, In this 
dissertation, the term  wavelet domain, used as a counterpoint to the term frequency domain, denotes
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an MRA. An important property satisfied by an MRA is:
37
{ O j C - C V j C - ^ O , ! ) )  (3.13)
The sequence of spatial domain scene projections Vj(s)  constitutes a sequence of approximates of 
s. The larger the cutoff resolution level J , the more detail is accumulated in the scene projection 
Vj{s) with Vj(s)  -> s as J  -* oo.
The following example illustrates the reconstruction of a  scene, starting from wavelet domain 
scale-limited scene representations with various cutoff resolution levels. For comparison purposes, 
the reconstruction of the same scene is also illustrated, starting from frequency domain band-limited 
scene representations with various cutoff frequency indices.
E xam ple 3.5.1 Given the set of Haar wavelet coefficients displayed in Figures 3-4 and 3.5. the 
scale-limited scene reconstruction Vj (s )  is illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for various cutoff res­
olution levels J . Given the Fourier coefficients in Figure 3.3, the band-limited scene reconstruction 
is illustrated in Figure 3.8 and 3.9 for various values of the cutoff frequency index r .
Since Haar wavelet coefficients are used, \I ,^\ = |/0 | =  1 and the reconstruction equation (3.12) 
becomes
12° £ i - i  j _ i  r2-»£.i—i
Pj(s)(x)  = Y .  S » l [Q’k]'PhkW + 'Z ,  T .  *]<&(*) (3-14)
k= 0 ]=Q k=0
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the scene projections Vj{s)[x) for cutoff resolution levels J  =  —4, —3, -2 .
— 1, 0, 1 corresponding to 2JL +  1 terms in the finite Haar ONCS wavelet series representation with 
L = 16 and Q =  — 4. As the number of wavelet coefficients increases, the scene projection becomes 
a better approximate of the scene in Figure 3.2, consistent with the literature [24, 88]. Figure 3.7 
shows that the scene feature in Figure 3.2 in the spatial interval [11,12) is exactly reproduced after
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Figure 3.6: Scale-limited Haar wavelet series representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 at cutoff 
resolution levels J  =  —4, —3, —2.
16 terms of the wavelet series expansion. Also, the smooth portion of the scene is approximated 
with an arbitrarily small error as J  increases. This illustrates that Haar wavelets perform well 
when representing abrupt variations in a spatial scene in the sense that the reconstruction Pj(s)(x)
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Figure 3.7: Scale-limited Haar wavelet series representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 at cutoff 
resolution levels J  =  —1,0,1.
accurately represents those regions in s(x) having abrupt variations, while the originally smooth 
regions of s(x) are reconstructed with an arbitrarily small error.
For comparison, Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the band-limited Fourier series approximation of the
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Figure 3.8: Band-limited Fourier series representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 at cutoff frequency 
indices r  = 0,1,3.
scene for cutoff frequency index r  =  0,1,3.7,15,31 which corresponds to r  +  1 terms in the Fourier 
series. Figure 3.9 shows that the smooth regions of s(x) far from the spike are well reproduced after 
32 terms in the Fourier series. However, the Fourier series with 32 terms does not reproduce the
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Figure 3.9: Band-limited Fourier series representation of the scene in Figure 3.2 a t cutoff frequency 
indices r  =  7,15,31.
scene feature at [11, 12) as accurately as the wavelet-based approximation does with 16 terms (for 
J  = 0) in Figure 3.7. The Fourier-based scene reconstruction also exhibits a  ringing artifact close 
to the scene feature. This example confirms that the Haar wavelet representation is a good choice
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when one is interested in accurately reconstructing small-scale scene features.
3.6 L im itations
Two types of criteria are critical for the wavelet-based approach used in this dissertation to solve 
the image restoration problem. One type of criteria consists of a set of strongly desirable properties 
of the solution such as locality and edge-preservation.
Since the objective of image restoration is to reconstruct a scene with best fidelity—in a mean 
square error sense—then the accuracy of scene and image modeling is the other type of important 
criteria. While some errors are inevitable because of the use of scale-limited scene representations, 
the intent is to preserve as much as possible the accuracy of these scale-limited scene representa­
tions. The following three definitions clarify' the idea of accuracy for a scale-limited wavelet domain 
representation.
D efin ition  3.6.1 (Perfect R ep resen ta tio n ) The wavelet pair {9 , rp} ensures a perfect represen­
tation when the following holds: if  the direct wavelet transform is applied to any scale-limited repre­
sentation in the corresponding wavelet domain and the result is than subjected to an inverse wavelet 
transform, then the scale-limited representation is retrieved exactly.
A wavelet domain used for accurate scale-limited representation should have the perfect recon­
struction property, thereby ensuring that the wavelet transform can be applied to scale-limited 
representations with negligible error.
D efin ition  3.6.2 (Finiteness) The wavelet pair {tp, ip} has finiteness if  both functions ip and v  
have compact (finite) support.
For computational reasons, to devise a  local method for image restoration and to be able to 
reconstruct in real time a scale-limited spatial domain scene starting from the wavelet-based repre­
sentation, the wavelet pair {9 , ip} should be compactly supported.
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D efin ition  3.6.3 (Sym m etry) The wavelet pair {<p, ij>} has symmetry if the scaling function ip is 
symmetric.
Since for a large class of imaging systems considered in this dissertation the typical image acqui­
sition PSF is a symmetrical function, the wavelet domain used for C /D /C  imaging system modeling 
should have the symmetry property.
For the purpose of this dissertation we require that the wavelet pair used to generate scale-limited 
wavelet domain representations satisfy these three properties. It is known [24, 40], however, that no 
ONCS wavelet domain satisfies all the three properties desired, except for the Haar wavelet domain. 
As shown in Chapter 4, the wavelet domains which ensure a perfect representation of scenes and also 
have the finiteness and symmetry properties are the biorthogonal compactly supported (Bi-ONCS) 
wavelet domains.
Historically, the first wavelet domains to achieve perfect representation were orthonormal (ON) 
wavelet domains. Among these, only the Haar basis (1909) [35] also achieves finiteness and symmetry. 
However, scale-limited representations of scenes using Haar basis are "blocky” because the basis 
functions are piecewise constant. There are a variety of smooth orthonormal wavelet bases, but 
many have infinite support: the Stromberg wavelet (1980) has exponential decay [61], the Meyer 
wavelet (1985) has asymptotic decay faster than polynomial [60], the Lemarie wavelets used by Mallat 
(1987) have exponential decay [55]. These smooth wavelets will not be used in this dissertation since 
they lack finiteness.
The discovery of orthonormal wavelet domains with the finiteness property is due to Daubechies 
(1987) [23]. The orthonormal compactly supported (ONCS) wavelets of Daubechies are very closely 
related to perfect reconstruction FIR (finite impulse response) filter banks (1986) [40], because 
Daubechies’ ONCS wavelets produce perfect reconstruction FIR filter banks, and under certain con­
ditions the converse is true [40]. The ONCS wavelets which satisfy both the perfect representations 
and finiteness properties have been thoroughly studied [24] and used with success in some image pro­
cessing application like compression. However, it is not possible to construct a real and symmetric 
ONCS wavelet basis, unless we use the Haar basis or a trivial variation thereof [24]. In other words,
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the only perfect reconstruction FIR filter banks using real filters, generating ONCS wavelets, and 
having linear phase are the filter banks related to the Haar basis, or to a trivial variation thereof [40].
It is possible to represent all scenes and images in the C /D /C  model by using the Haar basis. 
Indeed, most results presented in this dissertation use the Haar wavelet domain for scale-limited scene 
representations. However, in some applications such as restoration, for accuracy considerations one 
should ensure perfect representation for scale-limited scenes and image functions which are smooth. 
In fact, even if scale-limited Haar wavelet domain scene representations are used in the C /D /C  
imaging system model, if accuracy in modeling is a  criteria, then the scale-limited pre-sample image 
representation (the function g in Figure 2.2) should be smooth.
It is possible to “fix” an ONCS wavelet basis so that it is arbitrarily close to being symmetrical, 
while still being ONCS [24]. However, this alternative would incur an error in the convolution 
modeling process. This scene-dependent and difficult-to-quantify error would potentially preclude 
the satisfaction of the accuracy of the representations in the C /D /C  imaging system model. Similarly, 
it is possible to use HR (infinite impulse response) filter banks which generate ONCS wavelets with 
the symmetry property. The algorithms used in the analysis/ synthesis scheme associated with the 
direct/inverse wavelet transforms are based on using the coefficients of the filter bank. However, 
a truncation of an HR filter for computational purposes would negatively affect the accuracy of 
the wavelet transform, and would therefore have a  negative impact on the accuracy of the C /D /C  
system modeling.
As shown in Chapter 4, the approach used in this dissertation is to give up the formal simplicity 
of ONCS wavelets and use instead a slightly more complex wavelet construction, the biorthogonal 
compactly supported (Bi-ONCS) wavelet bases. The Bi-ONCS wavelet framework constitutes an 
exact wavelet construction allowing simultaneous satisfaction of perfect reconstruction, finiteness 
and symmetry properties [24]. As it turns out, in the filter banks theory perfect reconstruction FIR 
filter banks lead in general to Bi-ONCS wavelet bases, and only in some particular cases do they 
lead to ONCS wavelet bases. Therefore the Bi-ONCS framework used in this dissertation to solve 
the image restoration problem is related to the general theory* of perfect reconstruction FIR filter 
banks.
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Chapter 4
C /D /C  System  M odel— Bi-O NCS  
W avelet Dom ain
As discussed in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3. generally the ONCS wavelets are not adequate for C /D /C  
system modeling, and therefore do not ensure the fidelity of the restoration solution. The discussion 
in Section 4.1 demonstrates that the use of a biorthogonal compactly supported (Bi-ONCS) wavelet 
basis generated by the quadruple {ip. i i \  «,s, ib) achieves accuracy in the scene and image modeling 
as well as locality and edge preservation. The Bi-ONCS wavelets appear in the joint work of 
Cohen. Daubechies and Feauveau [18], and are closely related to perfect reconstruction filter banks. 
The reconstruction of spatial domain scenes from their Bi-ONCS wavelet-based representation is 
presented in Section 4.2. The discussion in Section 4.3 is focused on the existence of a Bi-ONCS 
wavelet basis such that the filtering of this basis with an image acquisition PSF results in another 
Bi-ONCS wavelet basis. The existence of these so-called “convolution-consistent" wavelet bases is 
essential for C /D /C  system modeling. The particular convolution-consistent wavelet bases enabling 
C /D /C  system modeling are described in this section. Section 4.4 shows the mathematical modeling 
of the convolution operation in a convolution-consistent Bi-ONCS wavelet domain and Section 4.5 
describes the mathematical modeling of the sampling operation. The C /D /C modeling of image 
acquisition uses the wavelet-based image acquisition operator described in Section 4.6.
45
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4.1 R ep resen tation  o f Scenes and Im ages— B i-O N C S W avelet 
D om ain
This section describes the Bi-ONCS wavelet framework, based on the ONCS wavelet framework 
presented in Chapter 3. As shown in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3, generally ONCS wavelets cannot 
simultaneously provide perfect representation, finiteness and symmetry. In fact, the only ONCS 
wavelet bases that provide these three properties are the Haar wavelet bases, or variations thereof. 
While the examples in Chapter 3—using the Haar wavelet basis—are valid for describing the C /D /C  
system modeling of scenes and images, in general throughout the C /D /C  system model, especially at 
the pre-sample image level, the possibility of modeling smooth image functions is needed. Since the 
‘fixes” to the ONCS wavelet framework considered in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3 are not satisfactory, a 
more complex framework is needed for end-to-end C /D /C  system modeling and for solving the image 
restoration problem. More details about the Bi-ONCS wavelet framework are found in Appendix A.
The Bi-ONCS framework [18, 24] used in this dissertation is more general than, and in some 
sense an extension of, the ONCS framework. The Bi-ONCS wavelets also include the Haar wavelets 
and variations thereof as a particular case. Since within the quadruple {yj,t/;,yj,ty} the roles of the
<N* 'N*
two pairs {y>, ii>} and (<p, t/>} can be interchanged, the considerations made throughout this chapter 
will be valid similarly for the quadruple {ip,ip,<p,rp}.
D efinition 4.1.1 (B i-O N CS w avelet-based scene) A scene s(x) defined in the spatial domain 
on [0,1.) is equivalent to an infinite matrix of Bi-ONCS wavelet coefficients S~[<2, fc], S~\j, k] where 
{^,xp,tp,ip} is the wavelet quadruple generating the Bi-ONCS wavelet basis for Q € Z arbitrary and
j, k, k' € Z with Q < j ,  — \I^\ +  1 < k  < [2QL\ — 1 and —1/^| + 1 < k ' <  [2JL'| — 1. The wavelet
coefficients are given by
(4.1)
s(x)0  (x) dx 
~jk
(4.2)
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where 1 ^ and I# are respectively the spatial intervals of support for the dual functions <p and
~Q.k  ~ j . k  —q ,it
ib .
-j.k
Just as scale-limited ONCS wavelet representations were used in Chapter 3, scale-limited Bi- 
ONCS wavelet representations are used in this chapter.
Definition 4.1.2 (Scale-lim ited Bi-O NCS wavelet-based scene I) A scene s(x) is scale-limi- 
- 0ted if S~[/, fc] =  0 for J  < j  with k = €  Z for a resolution cutoff level J  > Q.
Given a scene function s € £ 2([0,L)), and with a choice of a Bi-ONCS wavelet quadruple 
{p. ip, <p, Tp], the scale-limited Bi-ONCS wavelet-based scene representation for some resolution cutoff 
level J  is equivalent to the function Vj(s)  6  V j .  This function is the projection of s on the space 
V j  which is the function space at level J  in the multiresolution analysis (MRA) associated with tp 
and ip, as described in Appendix A. This is similar to the ONCS wavelet domain case, except for 
the fact that Vj(s)  is not an orthogonal projection in this case.
Definition 4.1 .3  (Scale-lim ited Bi-O NCS wavelet-based Scene II) A scene s(x) is scale-li­
mited with resolution cutoff level J  if it is identical to the projection Pj{s)  for the space V j  in the 
MRA associated with {<p,xp}.
As shown in Chapter 3, the use of the projection Vj(s)  in place of s produces some loss of detail. 
Wavelet diagrams are usually used to illustrate scale-limited Bi-ONCS representations, just like 
their ONCS counterparts. Digital images are represented in the Haar wavelet domain, as described 
previously in Definition 3.3.4.
4.2 R econ stru ction
The projection Vj{s)  £ V j  represents the spatial domain correspondent of any scale-limited Bi- 
ONCS wavelet-based representation S~[J, k] with cutoff resolution level J,  and can be retrieved
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using a Bi-ONCS wavelet series expansion
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[2a L ] - l  J - 1 W L ] - l  /
-Pj (s)(x)= £  $2[Q ,*]*04(*) +  5 ;  E  S~\j,k'}tl>jk.(x) (4.3)
f c = - | / - l + i  J = Q  J t ' = - | / „ | + 1
for an arbitrary- Q < J  with Q 6  N, (typically Q =  — flog2 L~\), or equivalently by
[2 JLl- l
Pj(s)(x)  =  S~[J,k]<pJk(x) (4.4)
* = -l/„ l+ l
as shown in Appendix A. For the sake of simplicity, so as not to distract from the essence of the 
formulas introduced in this chapter, we assume that s is scale-limited, i.e., s =  Vj(s)  where
\2 JL\- l
Pj(s)(x)  =  S~[J.k]ipJk(x) (4.5)
fc=0
4.3 C onvolu tion -C onsisten t B i-O N C S W avelet B ases
Since a primary goal of this dissertation is to construct a wavelet-based representation of the C /D /C  
system model and since this model involves image formation modeling via convolution then among 
all possible scale-limited Bi-ONCS wavelet representations for scenes and images, only those rep­
resentations related via convolution can be used. Specifically, what Bi-ONCS wavelet bases make 
possible expressing the convolution equation in the wavelet domain?
Given a Bi-ONCS wavelet basis { < p for representing a scene s, without loss of gen- 
erality we assume s to be identical to the scale-limited projection thereof for cutoff resolution level 
./ = 0, as per Definition 3.3.2. Then the scene would be represented as a linear combination of 
translations <pg k of the scaling function, as shown in Appendix A. Since convolution is a linear
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operation, a formula for the pre-sample image g =  s * h would tentatively be formed as a finite 
linear combination of the functions Pq k * h. Therefore the choice of a  Bi-ONCS basis generated by 
{pg. v 9  . p 3  . v 3} for the pre-sample image g cannot be arbitrary: this basis has to be capable of rep­
resenting the functions v^o.Jfe * That is, the choices of the Bi-ONCS wavelet bases {ps . p s. i^5} 
for the scene s and {p3, p 9  , p 3 . v 9} for the presampled image g need to be convolution-consistent.
Section 4.4 shows tha t a .V/0-order spline Bi-ONCS wavelet basis, generated by the quadruple 
{y?A/° , xbM° , p M° , xj}M° } for representing s, combined with a (Mo 4- A/)-order spline Bi-ONCS wavelet 
basis, generated by the quadruple {pM a + M ^ m0+m for representing g constitutes 
a convolution-consistent choice allowing for proper modeling of scenes and pre-sample images. In this 
context, one assumes tha t the PSF h is satisfactorily represented as an A/-order spline. Moreover, 
it is necessary to account for the fact that s may have details a t scales much smaller than the 
support of h. In this way a wavelet domain convolution formula can be developed that represents a 
computationally simple way to obtain the wavelet-based representation {G~ [j, &]. G~ [;',£]} of the 
scale-limited pre-sample image g from the wavelet-based representation (S -  \j, k}. S -  [/’,&]} of the 
scale-limited scene s.
The theoretical issue of convolution-consistent wavelet domains represents a critical step in the 
proper modeling of an imaging system via wavelets. Other recent research has addressed this is­
sue and arrived at a s im i la r  conclusion [94, 93], also using splines bases. Previous wavelet-based 
image restoration research [10, 3, 101] did not address this theoretical issue, and the choice of the 
wavelet bases for image and scene representation only addressed perfect representation, symmetry' 
and finiteness.
4.4 B i-O N C S W avelet D om ain  C onvolution
Assuming that the image acquisition PSF can be modeled as a  spline of order M,  a A/o-order 
spline Bi-ONCS wavelet domain for representing a scene s, combined with an (A/ +  A/o)-order spline 
Bi-ONCS wavelet domain for representing a pre-sample image g = h *  s constitutes a convolution- 
consistent choice allowing for the proper modeling of scenes and pre-sample images. Using these
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spline Bi-ONCS wavelet domains, a wavelet domain convolution formula can be determined which 
is analogous to the Fourier domain convolution theorem in Chapter 1.
First the simplest case is considered. Assume that a satisfactory representation of s defined 
on [0, L) is obtained using the scene projection Pq(s), which has a wavelet domain scale-limited
_ "0 ,vfQ
representation S~ [0, k] for k = 0 , . . .  , L — 1 with a cutoff resolution level 0. Then Po(s) 6 Vq 
has the Bi-ONCS wavelet series expansion
1 o"0
Po(s){x) = Y l S -  [°’% & °(*)
fc=0
where (x) are integer translations of the Bi-ONCS scaling function . This scaling function 
is the spline of order A /q with support of length A /q defined as
^‘U0 =  V?1 * S51 • • • *
'--------- ‘---------’ (4.7)
A /q times
where v 1 the Haar scaling function in Section 3.2. If the image acquisition PSF h is modeled using 
a spline of order M  with support of length M , so that h(x) = >ru (x), then the pre-sample image 
g =  VQ(s) * h i s  given by
L~l
Po(5)(x) = ] T  S- '  [0 , k] (*"•(* ) * 9 " (x ) )
^ (4-8) 
= £ s -
t=o
•Vf0  +  * f
This shows tha t g = Po(g) is contained in the multiresolution analysis space V j and has 
the same scale-limited wavelet domain representation as the scene Pj(s) .  Even though the scale-
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limited wavelet domain representation of the scene function s and the scale-limited wavelet domain 
representation of the pre-sample image g are identical, the two representations belong to differ­
ent Bi-ONCS wavelet domains characterized by the wavelet quadruples {<pMo ,ipMo ,<pM° and
«s»
^a/o+a/ ^Afo+A/ pMo+M' ^Mo+M j  respectively. The latter wavelet domain is smoother than the 
former. For this simple case, the convolution operation in the wavelet domain is obtained by
Afo +  A f A/ 0
G~ [0,Jfc] =  S~ [0,*J (4.9)
for Jt =  0____  L — 1, or equivalently
- Afo + Af .  A/o
[ 0 , ]  =  - 4 " ; 0volveS ~  [ 0 , ]  (4 .10)
where -4 ^ ° oIve is the L x L identity matrix. This case is somewhat similar to the frequency domain 
convolution operator, which is also diagonal, but not unitary.
Important situations of interest occur when, relative to an image acquisition PSF h modeled 
using a spline function with support of length M , the scene s is best represented by its projection
„.W 0Vj{s) € V j  with a cutoff resolution level J  /  0. The case J  < 0 is theoretically accounted for
. ,W  M q
by the case J  =  0, since for any M  and any J  < 0 the MRA subspaces V j  and V j  satisfy the
A f M  M q  M q
inclusion relations V j  C - • • C V j and V j  C - • • C Vq . Therefore wavelet representations
of image functions and scenes can be expressed as described above for the case J  = 0. However,
the case J  > 0 is a separate case of interest. This case corresponds to the situation when the finest 
features in s  have a support which is not on the order of M0, but smaller, on the order of 2 ~j Mq, 
and results in a more complex convolution formula as described next.
Now, consider the general case J  > 0, where the scene s is satisfactorily represented using the
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Bi-ONCS representation Vj{s)  6  V ^ 0 , w ith  th e  Bi-ONCS wavelet series expansion
52
2 L~l M0
'Pj (s)(x)= £  [J, % & »(*) (4.11)
fc=0
where yjj* (x) are integer translations of the dyadic dilations of the Bi-ONCS scaling function (pA ta . 
The image acquisition PSF h  is assumed to be modeled as <pM  €  V$l , where Vq* C  V Af c  ■ ■ ■ C  V Af. 
This image acquisition PSF has, in V ^ ,  the following wavelet series expansion
(2J  — l ) \ f  w
h(x) = 2 2  [J,Ar]s5yi(x) (4.12)
fc=0
where H -  [J, •] is the scale-limited wavelet domain representation of the image acquisition PSF at 
cutoff resolution level J  > 0. defined by inner product as
H - “ [J.k] = . j At >, k = 0 , . . .  , (2J -  1 )M  (4.13)
~J.k
Because the dual ftmctions yj'vr are not available in closed form, the wavelet domain representation
~J,k
of the image acquisition PSF h = at the resolution level J  is obtained in this dissertation by a 
cascade algorithm of successive up-sampling and convolution, as shown in the following.
First, since ipM G Vq C • • • C ' for any j  > 0, then following the reasoning for equation 
(4.12),
h ( x ) =  S ~ \ j , k ] < p % { x )  (4.14)
Jfc=0
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Then, by using the biorthogonaiity condition (A.31) in Appendix A. the inner product of scaling 
and dual wavelet function translates is zero, as follows
( V # , 0 " ) = O ,
~~jk
j , k , e  € (4.15)
Therefore, the wavelet coefficients of the image acquisition PSF satisfy the relation
H~ [7,*] =
-i.k






for any j. fc 6 M of interest.
Next, the analysis section of the sub-band filtering scheme—as described in equation (A.49) 
in the Appendix A—when associated with the two MRAs generated by the Bi-ONCS quadruple 
{,ru . i ru . ^ A/. } written for any resolution level of interest j  > 0 becomes
H~ [j +  !,&] =  H~ [ j , k } t 2 * c  + H~ [ j , k ] t 2 * d
= H~ \j,k]X 2 * c
(4.19)
(4.20)
which holds for any j  > 0. For j  = 0. due to the biorthogonaiity condition (A.32)
H~U [0, k] =  (< /', ) =  S[k] (4.21)
~ 0  ,k
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where 6[fc] is the Dirac sequence. Based on the previous two equations.
H~ =d[fc](T2*c)---(T2*c)
(4.22)
where c is the coarse level synthesis wavelet filter in the sub-band coding scheme associated with 
the multiresolution analyses
{0 }  C  • • • C  V * "  C  V f "  C  • • • £ 2 (R )
^ . \ r  A t
{ 0 } C  - C V „  c vr C  • • ■ £ 2 (R ).  
It follows that the pre-sample image g = Vj(.s) * h is given by
2 J L - l
g{x) = £  * S r(x)
k = 0  ^ '
2J L - l  ,  A, 0 v / ( 2 J  — l ) M  u
=  52 [§~ [^  %#(*))* £
n '  '  V t '  — nk= 0  x 7 V fc'=0
2JL - l ( 2J-l)M
k= 0  k'= 0
2J L+(2J-l)M-l
= 2J' 2 5 2  ( s ~ “°[J, -]*H~“ [J,-}) [k]v*ftiM(x)
k=o '  '
(4 .2 3 )
=  E E §~ [J,k ' } ( r f ° (x)*v-yk, (x))  (4-24)
k = 0  k ' =  0
2JL- U 2J- 1)M Mq M
= 2J/2 E  E  [J .h jff-  [ • / ,* > £ & £ ,( * )
This result shows that, in the case J  > 0, g = Pj(g)  G V j ''° +M is contained in the multiresolution
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space V j  and has the wavelet coefficients G~ [J, A:] given by the formula
55
G-  [J, k] = ( S~  [J, •] * H -  [J, •] J  [k} (4.25)
for k =  0 ,1, . . . ,  2J L 4- (2J -  1 )M — 1. Equivalently
G - l,0 + W [J , •] =  - ^ c o n v o l v e V -  ( 4 -2 6 )
where -4^,y0lve is a n2 x n3 matrix with no =  2J L 4- (2J — 1 )M  and n3 =  2J L. The convolution 
operation in the wavelet domain is a convolution with a band diagonal Toeplitz image formation 
operator -4'v^ olve. The fact that .4^n^ olve is band diagonal Toeplitz can be determined from the 
computation formula 4.25. The convolution matrix -4 ^ ^ olve is obtained by
,M.J _  
convolve








where B  =  M(2J — 1) + 1 is the width of the diagonal band. The wavelet domain convolution 
operator depends on the PSF h =  ■Tr u  via the order M  of the spline, and on the cutoff
resolution level J  of the scene function relative to the PSF, which in this coordinate system has a 
cutoff resolution level 0.
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T heorem  4.4.1 (B i-O N C S W avelet C onvolu tion) Given S~ [J, Arj the wavelet-based repre­
sentation of a scale-limited scene function s with cutoff resolution level J , in a Bi-ONCS wavelet
domain with wavelet quadruple {<pM°, , ip^ 0 }, and given a PSF h =  ipM then the wavelet
*■**
domains with wavelet quadruples {<pM°, il>M° , ipM°, rl)M° } and hdomain are convolution-consistent 
as described in Section 4-3, the image function g = s * h belongs to the Bi-ONCS wavelet with 
wavelet quadruple {ipMo+M 1 ifrXIo+M}, g is scale-limited with cutoff resolution level
J  and has the wavelet-based representation G~ [J, •] = .4co^ voIveS~ [J, -]. The wavelet domain 
convolution matrix A ^^.olve is given by equation (4.27).
Compared to convolution as it appears in the frequency domain (multiplication), the wavelet 
domain equivalent (matrix multiplication with a band diagonal Toeplitz matrix) is computationally 
more complex. In a tradeoff analysis, this complexity increase is a price paid for using a local, 
edge-preserving basis—a desirable feature.
4.5 B i-O N C S  W avelet D om ain  Sam pling
A digital image p[n], for n =  0, . . .  ,iV — 1 is obtained from an image function g defined on [0.L) 
with L € N, by sampling via ideal (point) sampling p = S(g). The coordinate system is normalized 
so that L =  JV£ with inter-sample distance f  =  2~l . Without loss of generality, we assume that 
g is scale-limited with cutoff resolution level J.  Correspondingly, the wavelet-based representation 
of a digital image P * 1 [/, fc), for k = 0 , . . .  N  — 1 is obtained from the wavelet-based representation 
G~ [J , fc], for k = 0 , . . .  2J L, of the scale-limited image function g.
The digital image is inherently scale-limited with sampling resolution level / ,  as described in
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= 2 r / 2  52 P * 1 [/, ArJv?1 (n -  k) (4-28>
*=o
=  2/ / 2P * 1[J,n]
for n =  0 ,1 , . . .  , N  — 1, where ip1 is the Haar seeding function. This equation shows that a digital 
image coincides with its wavelet domain representation, except for a constant equal to the square 
root of the sampling rate. The wavelet-based representation of the image sequence P*'[I, n] is then
\2 JL\-l  Af
P * ‘[ / . n ] = 2 - ' / 2 5 2  ^
fc=° (4.29)
r- —i
= 2 U ~n / 2  ^  G- [J,k}vu (n2J - 1 -  k)
k= 0
for n = 0 ,1, . . .  , N  — 1. Equivalently
and the sampling process is represented by multiplication with a  N  x \2 J L\  sampling matrix, with 
L =  2~rN.  Depending on the relative magnitude of the sampling resolution level I  and the cutoff 
resolution level J  for the image function g. two cases may be distinguished when evaluating the 
formula (4.29) above: I  > J  and I  < J.
-r>'’T heorem  4.5.1 (B i-O N C S W avelet Sam pling) Given G~ [J, •] the wavelet-based representa­
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tion of a scale-limited image function with cutoff resolution level J , in a Bi-ONCS wavelet do­
main with wavelet quadruple {<pM ,ipM ,tpM ,ipM} then the digital image obtained by point sampling 
p = S(g) with sampling resolution level I  has the Haar wavelet domain representation [/. A:] = 
-■^sampTe G~ [J, •]. The wavelet domain sampling matrix A^ ' ^ j  is given by equation (4.33) or (4.35) 
depending on whether I  > J  or I  < J  respectively.
4.5.1 Sufficient Sam pling— Bi-ONCS W avelet Dom ain





for n = 0 .1  N  — 1. Equivalently,
which shows that the sampling process is equivalent to multiplication with a  N  x N  band-diagonal 
Toeplitz sampling matrix A ^ ple.
jA f.O  _  
s a m p le
< /'( !)  0 
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In this case since det(.4^ ? r , J  > 0 the sampling matrix has an inverse, and therefore one can always 
invert equation 4.32. In this sense, /  =  J  represents the case when the wavelet-based representation 
G~ [/, •] can be re-computed exactly from the digital image p, so that g is sufficiently sampled. The 
case I  > J  is of no particular interest, since it corresponds to the situation where the equation (4.30) 
is a system with more data points (21 L) than unknowns (2J L),  and so G~ [J, •] may again be 
recomputed exactly. In general, an image function is sufficiently sampled when it can be retrieved 
exactly from the sampled values.
T heorem  4.5 .2  (B i-O N C S W avelet Sufficient Sam pling) I f  an image function g scale-limited 
with cutoff resolution level J  in a Bi-ONCS wavelet domain with wavelet quadruple (<p'v*, tl)M . &At, iP'U } 
is sampled with a sampling resolution level I  greater than or equal to J , then the scale-limited pre­
sample image function is sufficiently sampled.
4.5.2 U nder-Sam pling— B i-O N C S W avelet D om ain
If /  < J. that is if the sampling resolution level is smaller than the cutoff resolution level in the 
pre-sample image function, or equivalently, if the inter-sample distance £ =  2 ~l is larger than the 
smallest scale 2 ~J in the image function, then
2 J  — i
p * 1 [L n] = ^ 2  G~M [J, Jk]<^Ar(rz2-/ - / -  k) (4.34)
t=o
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for n =  0 , . . .  , N  — 1. This shows that the sampling process is equivalent to multiplication with a 
.V x 2J~rN  block-diagonal Toeplitz sampling matrix A ^ ^ pjj-/
-•lo
-4o
__ 2 {J -n / 2
s a m p le (4.35)
-4o
0 0
where the values in the 1 + [M/2J x 2J 1 block matrix .4o are the values of the spline <pAr(x) at 
integers.
-4o =
^■u (2 J ~f ) >?U(2J - / -  1) 
<pA' ( 2 J~‘ - 2 ) ■pAt{2 J~I -2  — 1) -  1)
. -p{M) . . .  yrv ( | M / 2J~l \2J~l - I )
(4.36)
The wavelet domain sampling matrix --Isampie depends on the difference J  — I  between the cutoff 
resolution level and the sampling resolution level, and not on the individual values of I  and J. It also 
depends on the order M  of the spline basis used for representing the pre-sample image function. In 
the more general case, the matrix A ^ ^ ^ J  is not square. To retrieve the wavelet-based representation
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of the pre-sample image function from the (post-sample) image sequence is the same as to solve the 
matrix equation ^~ l/ 2 A ^^~ ^G ~  [J, •] =  p[-], with 2 J~l times more unknowns than data points. 
This matrix equation may have more than one solution, and although a least squares solution of 
minimum norm may be computed, G~ [ J, •] cannot be retrieved exactly. In general, an image 
function is under-sampled when it cannot be reconstructed exactly from its sampled values. This 
situation corresponds to the frequency domain aliasing.
Theorem  4 .5 .3  (B i-O N C S W avelet U nder-sam pling) I f an image function g scale-limited with 
cutoff resolution level J  in a Bi-ONCS wavelet domain with wavelet quadruple {<pM, tbM, , tbM}
is sampled with a sampling resolution level I  smaller J, then the scale-limited pre-sample image 
function is under-sampled.
4.6 Im age A cquisition— B i-O N C S  W avelet D om ain E quation
Relative to the C/D /C  model in Figures 1.1 and 2.2 the Bi-ONCS wavelet convolution theorem in 
Section 4.4 and the Bi-ONCS wavelet sampling theorem in Section 4.5 represent computationally 
simple ways to obtain the pre-sample image function g =  s * h, starting from the scene function 
s. and the digital image p =  S(g) starting from the pre-sample image function g with all compu­
tation being done in a discrete wavelet domain. More precisely, the scale-limited wavelet domain 
representation G[J, •] of the pre-sample image can be obtained from the the scale-limited wavelet 
domain representation of the scene S[J, k] for k  =  0, . . .  , 2 JL — 1 via the wavelet domain convolution 
theorem 4.4.1. Formally,
.W0 + Af
G~ [J,fc] =  (S - [J, •])[£] (4.37)
for k =  0 , . . . ,  2J {L + M)  — 1 is the wavelet domain representation for the pre-sample image function 
Vj(g) spatially defined on [0,£ -I- M).  Further, the scale-limited wavelet domain representation 
P[J, •] of the digital image can be obtained from the scale-limited wavelet domain representation
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G[J, •] of the pre-sample image by uniform sampling with inter-sample distance £ =  2- / , such that 
L 4- M  =  iV£. Using the the wavelet domain sampling theorem 4.5.1, the scale-limited wavelet 
domain representation of the digital image is obtained as
r2-/ (£+A/)i-i u
P* [I,n) = 2(y- /)/ 2 2 Z  & [J,Jt]v"0+" ( n - * )  (4.38)
k = 0
for n =  0 ,1 , . . .  , N  — 1. Equivalently,
tfo
^  [/. •] =  ^ p t ° - J " / ^co„vo.ve5 -  [j, •] (4.39)
where -4‘Ympie1 ’J ~I -4 ^ ^ olve is the N  x2J L image acquisition matrix expressed as a product of two ma­
trices, -4conv0(ve a 2J (L + M ) -  M  x 2J L convolution matrix and A^ ^ I°'J ~r a ;V x 2J (L +  M) — M  
sampling matrix. This equation is a wavelet domain correspondent of the spatial equation (1.6) and 
of the frequency domain equation (1.18). The equation (4.39) is important in that it establishes a 
C/D/C system acquisition equation in the discrete wavelet domain, associated with the processing
flow in the C /D /C  model in Figures 1.1 and 2.2. The spatial domain scene projection function Vj{s)
-*•“0
and the digital image p can be reconstructed from the wavelet domain representations S~ [J, •] and 
P v'' [/, it] as shown in Sections 3.5 and 4.2.
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W avelet-Based Image R estoration
This chapter develops a wavelet-based solution to the image restoration problem. Section 5.1 shows 
that the image restoration problem can be formulated as a discrete least squares problem using 
the wavelet-domain C/D/C model developed in Chapter 4. Section 5.2 develops the discrete least 
squares solution, using the singular value decomposition (SVD) to obtain a solution to the restoration 
problem in the wavelet domain. Section 5.4 shows that the image reconstruction problem is in fact 
a simpler version of the image restoration problem, and develops a solution for it.
5.1 Im age R estoration— A D iscrete L east Squares P rob lem
The restoration problem in the wavelet domain, as depicted in Figure 2.2, is reproduced here for 
convenience as Figure 5.1. Without loss of generality, based on the wavelet domain C /D /C model 
developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the following assumptions related to C/D/C model com­
ponents are made. The scene function s is well represented by the scale-limited scene projection 
Vj(s)  with cutoff resolution level J  in a Bi-ONCS wavelet domain defined by the wavelet quadruple 
{<pM°, , <pM° , tpMa } where <pw° is a spline function of order Mo- The biorthogonal wavelet scene
and output image coefficients S~ and iZ~ respectively, with tp the dual scaling function, are 
denoted in this chapter by S  and R  and the biorthogonal wavelet pre-sample image coefficients
•W-t-lfO _ M  . .
G~ are denoted by G, where the image acquisition PSF is h = p  , a spline function of order
63
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M.  As mentioned in Chapter 3, the coordinate system is normalized to \h\ /M where |/i| is the PSF 
support. The sampling is uniform with inter-sample distance £ =  2- / . Equivalently, the sampling 
resolution level is /  =  — log2(0 - The random additive noise has variance a\ .
Relative to Figure 5.1, ni =  N  is the number of samples, n? is the size of the Bi-ONCS wavelet- 
based representation of the pre-sample image g and n 3 is the size of the Bi-ONCS wavelet-based 
representation of both the original scene s and the restored image r. Based on the wavelet-based 
image acquisition equation (4.39), ri2 =  2JN £  — M  and n3 =  2J (N£  — M).  For the purpose of 
wavelet representation, the input scene function is padded with zero, if needed, up to a  support 
[0 . L) with L  =  [N£ — A/). From the wavelet-based modeling point of view, the possibility that 
:V£ — M  could be much smaller than L does not introduce errors. However, in any case, the scale 
2 ~J for the scene representation should be chosen, generally, small enough to resolve among scene 
features. In general, a scale 2~J resolves well a  scene which has features—spikes— with support on 
the order of 2~J in Definitions 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. For instance, a choice J  =  I  ensures a restoration 
solution at the sampling resolution level, having features with support no smaller than £. With these 
assumptions, the image restoration problem can be more specifically defined as follows.
D efin ition  5.1.1 (Im age R esto ra tion ) Given p, h and the image restoration problem is 
solved by constructing a wavelet processing procedure W such that E[\\p — p ' ||2] =  ao\ +- 3 where 
p' € R"1 is given by
p' = •] (5.1)
where I  is the sampling scale and R[J, •] 6 R"3 is the wavelet-based representation o fr  = W(p). The 
parameters a , 3  are non-negative and real-valued.
The image restoration problem in Definition 5.1.1 can be formulated as a  discrete least squares 
problem. This formulation is based on the wavelet domain C/D/C model-based image acquisition
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Figure 5.1: The Wavelet-Based Image Restoration Problem 
equation (4.39) derived in Chapter 4, and reproduced here for convenience as equation (5.2)
P * 1 IP 1 =  4 L £ ’J- ' - < n Vo.ve^ '" 0 [J, •] (5-2)
As equation (4.28) indicates, a digital image coincides with its wavelet domain representation, except 
for a constant equal to the square root of the sampling rate. Therefore equation (5.2) can be written 
equivalently as
P =  - ^ L ° - J J 4 o ± lvJ [ P  1 +  (5-3)
with J I  = €~1 2^ A ' J~l ■ In equation (5.3) p  is the known digital image sequence, e
is unknown random noise with known variance a \ and .4 simple J I ‘"(convolve is the n l X n3 wavelet- 
domain image acquisition matrix constructed in Chapter 4. As shown in Chapter 4, ,7’/ is an
ni x ti2 sampling matrix and -4*„^oIve is an ri2 x TI3 convolution matrix with p  G R™ , G[J, ■] 6  R"1 
and both S[J, •] and R[J, •] € R"3.
In the context of the image restoration problem one takes the point of view that S[J, •] is 
unknown—a discrete wavelet-domain representation of the continuous scene function s which is
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not available for direct observation—and that R[J, •] is an estimate of S[J, •]. Given information 
about the imaging system via h = <pM, N  and £ =  2~r, a solution R[J, -] to the restoration prob­
lem is obtained, based on assumptions about the scene scale parameter J  and scene smoothness 
parameter Mq.
The wavelet domain solution to the image restoration problem is derived from equation (5.3) by 
solving the linear least squares (LLS) problem
" to  -  P lf (5-4)
where the matrix and vectorp are known, || - 1|2 denotes the squared Euclidean
norm for Rn i , and the minimum is over all vectors S  € R”3. It is traditional to refer to the difference
a — jA J+ M qiJ , !  A \ r , J  q  /» - \
sa m p le  c o n v o lv e  P
as the residual vector.
The solution to the LLS problem is the vector R  € R”3 which is the “best” solution in the least 
squares sense, in that it is the estimate with minimum variance. This solution satisfies £[#] = S  
and minimizes the squared norm of the residual vector to the value ||A ||^in. As shown in [7], in an 
expected value sense
£[ll^llmin] =  (1*1 -  n3 )oi. (5.6)
In general, if the rank of the image acquisition matrix is smaller than ri3, then the solution to the LLS 
problem is not unique. However, among the LLS solutions there is a unique solution of minimum
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squared norm. In this case, the image restoration problem can be formulated as a general linear 
least squares (GLLS) problem which has a unique solution.
5.2 Im age R estoration — A  L east Squares S o lu tion
As shown in [7], the LLS solution as well as the GLLS solution can be written in terms of the singular 
value decomposition (SVD) of the image acquisition kernel.




where p < is the rank and s\ > sn > . . .  sp > . . .  > 0 are the singular values of the wavelet-based 
image acquisition matrix A^ ampie° ^ 1 -^ convolve ane^  UJ ^ an<^  vj e ®”3 are t^ e corresponding 
left and right singular vectors associated with sj. All vectors are column vectors and T  denotes the 
transpose.
As shown in Chapter 6 , the image acquisition kernel typically has full rank ri3, but in the presence 
of noise to avoid noise amplification a lower rank p approximation is used. If p < 0 3  the solution in 
Theorem 5.2.1 uses a truncated SVD and the residual vector has a truncation component
l lA l l m m =  £  uJ(ppr )Uj ( 5 . 8 )
j = p + 1
In general
£ [lb  ~  P'll2] =  a a l  +  0  (5-9)
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where a  = (ni — p) and 0  =  ll^llmin so that p' matches p  exactly only if p =  n3 and a* = 0 and, in 
practice, this noise-free situation never occurs. Therefore, in practice one always chooses p < n3.
The wavelet processing procedure W is implemented by first computing the wavelet-based image 
acquisition matrix A ^ l^ l°’J'r A ^ woXw, as shown in Chapter 4. This computation is based on the 
smoothness M  of the image acquisition PSF h =  <p‘u , the sampling scale I  = — log2 (£), the scene 
smoothness Mo and the scene cutoff resolution J. Next a SVD algorithm is used to compute 
the singular values and singular vectors of the wavelet-based image acquisition matrix. Then the 
wavelet-based representation of the output image is computed, with the digital image p as input, 
using equation (5.7) in Theorem 5.2.1. In the absence of noise p =  n 3 is used. In the presence of noise 
a good value of the parameter p < n3 must be determined, possibly starting from an empirically 
based automated choice. In any case, the restored image is reconstructed from the wavelet-based 
solution using the equation
n3 - l
r ( x )  =  ^ 2  R iJ ’ ( * )  ( 5 - 1 0 )
k = 0
5.2.1 R estoration  In  th e  Absence o f N oise
The image acquisition matrix .4‘Y^pY° ' J ' 1 -^ convolve has full rank p =  n3 in the sense that all singular 
values si > so > • • • sn, are, in theory, greater them zero. Therefore the solution to the image 
restoration problem in the absence of noise is
v—' u Tp
>=i Sj
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In the absence of noise, given that the image acquisition matrix has full rank, then the restoration 
solution is exact, i.e.,
HA|lLn=0.  (5.12)
In this case the wavelet-based solution is given by equation (5.7) with p =  n3. The output image 
function computed by equation (5.10) is a scale-limited representation Vj(r) ,  where the scale J  and 
the wavelet quadruple {<p, &,<p, t ]  are chosen based on assumptions about the scale-limited scene 
representation Vj(s).
5.2 .2  R estoration In the Presence o f N oise
Since the image restoration problem is meaningful only in the presence of noise, a special emphasis is 
placed on developing an attem pt to deal with noise amplification—a typical restoration phenomenon. 
In the presence of noise a naive approach to solving the restoration problem would be to use the 
solution in Theorem 5.2.1 with p = n3. Given that the image acquisition matrix has full rank then
E [ \ \ p - P'\\2 ] = o a ; (5.13)
with ct — (rii — n3).
In practice, however, the issue of noise amplification makes the naive solution unusable. As is 
typical for digital image restoration problems, the image acquisition matrix is ill-conditioned. That 
is, the smallest singular values are generally extremely small relative to si and the division by these 
small singular values tends to amplify the corresponding terms in equation (5.7). As illustrated in 
Chapter 6, this translates into a noise amplification effect. In statistical terms, for p = n 3 the least 
squares solution in equation (5.7) is the best unbiased linear estimator of S[J, •], where “best” means
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minimum variance. Because the image acquisition matrix is ill-conditioned, the minimum variance 
of the estimate may still be large, however, which renders the restoration solution unusable in the 
presence of noise.
An attempt to viably account for the presence of noise is to use a rank-reduced approximation 
(•^samp^° J 7^convolve) to t*ie image acquisition matrix with rank p < n3. It can be shown that in 
this case
II j * W + M b , J , I  \ M , J  _  f  i M , J  \  i |2   „2 / r  i i i
II s a m p le  convo lve  ^  s a m p le  co nvo lve  J  p + l "  '  '
The value of the rank parameter p influences the restoration solution and the residual. When the 
image acquisition matrix has rank p < n3 then the solution to the image restoration problem is the 
column vector defined by equation (5.7) which is the least squares solution to an alternate image 
restoration problem using ( a ^ j i A ^ voWe) ^  in place of A ^ voWe.
As shown in Chapter 6 . a good choice of the rank parameter p is an important issue. As is typical 
for image restoration problems, the image acquisition matrix has an ill-determined numerical rank 
because the singular values decrease smoothly towards zero. This makes the choice of the value for 
the rank parameter a challenge. However, a satisfactory, empirically-deducted and automatically- 
computed value of p can be found, as a good initial approximation.
5.3 R esidual C om putation
In Chapter 6 the restoration solution residual in the presence of noise is used to develop an empirical 
procedure for choosing the restoration parameter p. The residual E[\\p — p'||2] cannot be computed 
directly because of the non-availability of the pre-noise image sequence po =  S(s*h),  where p =  po+e. 
The use of the (known) digital image p in place of po helps obtain an empirical estimate of the 
truncation component. In fact, this substitution equates the use of the residual E[||p_p'||2] with the 
use of the residual £[||po — p'll2] under the assumptions that p' is approximately equal to W(po).
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The following equations are derived based on the SVD of the image acquisition kernel.
p' =  ^ S i U i v f W i p )
t=l 
« 3  P
p
t=i
Also, as shown in [7]
p=iz (uj p )
j=i
As a consequence.
Up -  p'll2 =  | p r  -  5 3  (“fp) J  | p  -  5 Z uj (uJp)
=  pr p -  5 Z H^pII2
X=1




=  5 Z  II^Jp II2
j = p + 1
=  5Z  uJPPTui
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Then the residual £[||p  — p'll2] has both a  truncation component and a noise component, as follows.
£ [ ||p - p 'II21 =  £
n j
53 uJpPTui
j = p +  i
= 5 3  ujE \ppT\uj
j=P+1 
ns
=  5 3  «f(PoP<T +  ^ A nt)Uj
J = P + 1
n 3
= 5 3  «f(PoPoK+<*<^





where A„i is the n t x ni identity matrix. In practice, since the pre-noise image po is not available, 
the values of the digital image p are used instead of po, for the computation of the residual. Therefore 
the equation used is
E[\\p-p '\\-) = cca2e + 3 (5.29)
where a = (n i — p) and 3 =  ||A ||^ in, as shown in equation (5.9).
An alternate insight on the equation (5.29) can be obtained by performing derivations similar to 
equations (5.15)-(5.18). If instead p' is computed starting from po =  p — n with p known, such that 
p' =  W (p o ) , then the residual ||po — p ' | |2 has the formula
IIPo-p'll2 =  53 H^Poll2 (5.30)
i=p+1
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and then over all possible realizations of po
£[lbo -  p'll2] = 5 Z  Ui (PPT)Ui + a<T\
t = p - K
(5.31)
where a  is a  non-negative real-valued parameter. Therefore the computation of the residual in 
equation (5.29) would otherwise represent the residual fi[||po — p'll2] if the digital image p' were 
computed as p' =  W(po).




Figure 5.2: The Wavelet-Based Image Reconstruction Problem
Digital image reconstruction is an image processing problem similar to image restoration. The 
output image function belongs to the space same smoothness space as the pre-sampled image function 
Vj{g). Its wavelet-based representation is in the Bi-ONCS wavelet domain defined by the wavelet 
quadruple ,ipMo+M ,tpMo+M] where ipAfo+w is a spline function of order Mo 4- M.
<V <*w
In the following definition, the Bi-ONCS wavelet pre-sample image coefficients RMo+M[J, ■] are 
denoted by R[J, •]. As depicted in Figure 5.2, the image acquisition PSF h =  <pM is a spline function 
of order M. The sampling is uniform with inter-sample distance E, = 2~r. The sampling scale is 
I  = — log2(0 , n i =  N  is the number of samples and n2 is the size of the Bi-ONCS wavelet-based 
representation of the pre-sample image g. The random additive noise has variance aj. With these
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assumptions, the image reconstruction problem is defined as follows.
D efin ition  5.4.1 (Im age R econstruc tion ) Given p and a \, the image reconstruction problem is 
solved by constructing a wavelet processing procedure W such that £[||p — p'll2] =  a a \  +  3, where 
p' €  R”2 is given by
= (5-32)
where I  is the sampling scale and R[J, •] 6 R112 is the wavelet domain representation of r = VV(p). 
The parameters a. 3 ore non-negative and real-valued.
The solution to the image reconstruction problem is identical to that in Section 5.2, except that 
it is based on A ^ ^ ^ ' J I  only with no = .V and that one restores a function g with smoothness 
M + Mo- That is, the reconstruction problem is a special case of the restoration problem considered 
in this dissertation.
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R esults
This chapter presents several examples of wavelet-domain C /D /C  model-based restoration, using 
the image restoration approach developed in Chapter 5. The results illustrate both restoration in 
the absence of noise and in the presence of noise for a variety of scenes with small-scale features. 
Results are presented for synthetic scene data in Section 6.1. actual scene data in Section 6.2 and 
scenes with various degrees of smoothness in Section 6.4. In the absence of noise the restoration 
is exact. In the presence of noise, the results involve a tradeoff: avoiding noise amplification while 
obtaining a small restoration residual. Noise amplification is controlled by choosing an appropriate 
value for the rank parameter p. Restoration results are shown for several choices of p, including an 
empirically-derived automatic choice.
6.1 S yn th etic  Scene R estoration
6.1.1 N o N oise
Results are presented for a  scene consisting of a sequence of ten pulses with different sample-scene 
phase and varying heights and a sequence of three identical pulse pairs. The assumptions used for 
producing these results are related to the C /D /C  model components as follows. The scene function s 
is well represented by the scale-limited scene projection V js  with cutoff resolution level J  =  1 in the
75
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Haar wavelet domain. The image acquisition PSF h  is the triangle function ip2 (the spline function 
of order M  = 2). Sampling is uniform with inter-sample distance f  =  0.5, the pre-sample image 
g is sufficiently sampled as described in Chapter 5, and the number of samples is n i =  N  = 260. 
Figure 6.1 is the input scene s. Figure 6.2 is the pre-sample image g produced by wavelet domain 
modeling of the image acquisition process. The wavelet-based representation of g has size n2 = N —2. 
Figure 6.3 is the digital image p. With p as input to  the restoration procedure W, Figure 6.4 is the 
restored image r  with p =  n3 =  N  — 4. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show restoration results for p =  224 and 
235. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 me shown mainly for comparison purposes with the results in Section 6.1.2.
Figure 6.1: The input scene s(xl
MJJ4
Figure 6.2: The presampled image g(x)
Figure 6.1 illustrates both the original scene s and the scale limited representation V j(s); the two 
are visually indistinguishable. Consistent with theory, because there is no simulated noise {a\ = 0) 
the restored image r  in Figure 6.4 is the same as the scale-limited input scene representation Vj(s)
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Figure 6.3: The simulated digital image p[n]
in Figure 6.1. As illustrated, the pulses are reconstructed exactly, independent of their sample-scene 
location.
Xote three things. First, the height of all pulses in the input scene in Figure 6.1 are decreased 
after convolution, as seen in the pre-sample image in Figure 6.2 and correspondingly in the digital 
image in Figure 6.3. These pulses are also broadened, consistent with the width of the PSF. In 
Figure 6.4 all the pulses have been restored to their original heights and widths in the output image. 
Second, although the amplitude of the first three pulses in the left cluster has been attenuated in 
Figure 6.3. the original amplitude has been restored in the output image in Figure 6.4. Third, 
although the pulse pairs in the right cluster tend to merge in the pre-sample image in Figure 6.2. 
and consequently in the digital image in Figure 6.3, after restoration these pulses are resolved in the 
output image in Figure 6.4.
6.1.2 W ith N oise
The restoration problem is more meaningful and interesting in the presence of noise. In this case, 
no restoration approach is exact, in part because some degree of noise amplification is inevitable. 
Results shown in this section use the rank reduction method presented in Chapter 5 to control noise 
amplification. As described in Section 6.2, the additive random noise is generated with cr\ — 0.005 
which corresponds to S N R  =  100.
The output images in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 were produced via restoration using p =  224 and 
235. A full rank p =  256 restoration in the presence of noise (not shown) displays a strong noise
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Figure 6.4: The output image r(x) after restoration, in the absence of noise, with p =  256 (full rank)
amplification that renders the figure almost black. As illustrated in Figures 6.7 and 6 .8, the output 
images after restoration are similar to the original scene, except for some noise amplification and 
ringing. The scene-dependent ringing is related to the p < 256 effective truncation of the output 
image wavelet coefficients, and is more prominent for scene features having a characteristic scale 
close to the inter-sample distance £. To distinguish between ringing and noise amplification, ringing 
is isolated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 because there is no noise amplification in these two figures. By 
comparing Figure 6.5 with 6.7 and Figure 6.6 with 6 .S. we see that the restoration artifacts in Figure 
6.7 and 6.8 are primarily due to ringing.
Figure 6.5: The output image r(x) after restoration, in the absence of noise, with p =  224
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Figure 6 .6: The output image r(x) after restoration, in the absence of noise, with p = 235
r (x)
Figure 6.7: The output image r(x) after restoration, in the presence of noise, with p = 224
r ( x )
Figure 6.8 : The output image r(x) after restoration, in the presence of noise, with p = 235
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6.2 A ctu a l Scene R estoration
The examples in this section are similar to those in the previous section except that they are based 
on an actual scene with a significant amount of small-scale spatial detail. Equivalently, in Fourier 
domain terms, this scene has a large amount of high frequency content.
The performance of the restoration algorithm was assessed using scene data from the digital 
image aerial.ras in Figure 6.9. The simulation approach starts with a  real scene, which is then 
blurred with a PSF h, and then sampled in the presence of additive random noise to obtain the 
digital image p. This digital image is then input to the restoration procedure, and a restored image 
r is obtained. Because the original scene s is known one can subsequently evaluate the quality of 
the restoration approach.
6.2.1 N o N oise
For illustration purposes, the scene s in Figure 6.10 is the horizontal row 390 of aerial.ras. This scene 
has considerable spatial detail at small scale. More specifically, the input scene contains pulse-like 
scene features, having a characteristic width on the order of the inter-sample distance £ =  2_/ =  0.25 
with I  =  2. That is, the 1-dimensional input scene is piecewise constant on sequential intervals of 
width 2~J =  0.25 with 7 =  2. The value of s(x) on each of the n3 =  Ar — 8 intervals is equal to 
the gray-level of the corresponding pixel in the sampled scene array. Figure 6.11 is the pre-sample 
(blurred) image g produced by wavelet domain modeling of the image formation process. The length 
of the wavelet-based pre-sample image representation is n? = N  — 2. The image acquisition PSF is 
the triangle function h = y r—(the order-2 spline with support M  =  2). Relative to Figure 6.10, the 
loss of small-scale features in Figure 6.11 is evident. Figure 6.12 is the digital image sequence p with 
length =  N  =  520. With p as input to the restoration procedure, and with no noise, Figure 6.13 
is the restored image r  with p =  n3 =  512. As illustrated, all scene features can be reconstructed 
exactly, independent of their location. That is, the restored image in Figure 6.13 is identical with 
the scene in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: The scene aerial.ras
Figure 6.10: The input scene s(x)
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Figure 6.11: The pre-sample image g(x)
r .
Figure 6.12: The digital image p[n]
6.2.2 W ith  N oise
In order to have a controlled noise model, for the purpose of this study the scene as extracted from 
the image aerial.ras is assumed to be noise free. The system noise is modeled as additive random 
noise e 6 Rn i, via an array of ni =  520 independent realizations of a Normal(0, <xe) random variable, 
such that the signal to noise ratio SNR =  crs/<re has a prescribed value, where ex, = 41.62 is the 
standard deviation of the signal.
For each of the three SNR values 20, 60, 100 and many values of p, a “best” output image 
was chosen by visually comparing the output image r  with the original scene s in Figure 6.10. 
For SNR =  20, 60, 100 the values of the restoration parameter p for the best output image were
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respectively p =  170, 210 and 230. The relative residual was computed as
(Vmp^m/vs)  =  (-v/ao-e/o- ,)2 +  (6.1)
y/{a)ae/a e =  y/(n i -  p)/SN R (6.2)
where a  =  (nt -  p) and 0  =  ||A ||^in. The residual has, therefore, a noise component and a 
truncation component. The noise componentyj{a)cre/a e is a function of SNR. Figures 6.14, 6.15 
and 6.16 represent the dependence of the two residual components on the parameter p for the three 
SNR values 20, 60, 100. Notice the decrease of the residual with increasing p in all cases. These 
figures have “x” and “o” marks, indicating the values of the truncation residual for each value of p 
previously determined. For each SNR, the uo” mark shows the value of the residual for the chosen 
"best” restoration output image. The numerical values are tabulated in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. For 
the scene considered, the “best” restoration parameter value consistently is in the range of p where 
the graphs of the two residual components have essentially the same magnitude.
The output images in Figures 6.17 to 6.25 were produced via restoration using p =  170, 210 and 
230 corresponding to three different values of SNR. A full rank p = 512 restoration in the presence 
of noise (not shown) is dominated by artifacts caused by noise amplification.
The choice of the parameter p is a tradeoff. As p increases, the value of the truncation residual 
component decreases, reaching—at some p—values sensibly close to the otherwise relatively smaller 
noise residual component. Visual inspection shows that any further increase of p does not appear to 
bring additional improvement, instead, it causes noise amplification. This behavior of the quality of 
the restoration in the presence of noise for increasing p can be explained as follows. The delicate can­
cellation effect otherwise associated—in the absence of noise—with the reduction of the truncation 
residual to zero with increasing p cannot take place properly in the presence of noise [77]. Instead, 
noise amplification becomes quantitatively important with increasing p, as indicated by the relative 
values of the noise and truncation residual components. In conjunction with small singular values 
for large values of p in equation (5.7), cancellation is suppressed and the result is noise amplification.
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Table 6.1: Values of the residual \/E[\\p  — p'lPJ/c* for three values of p and SNR.
SNR p =  170 p =  210 p — 230
100 0.4022 0.2597 0.2480
60 0.5221 0.4068 0.3971
20 1.3155 1.1957 1.1623
Table 6.2: Values of the noise residual y/aae/crt  for three values of p and SNR.
SNR p =  170 p =  210 p =  230
100 0.1868 0.1758 0.1700
60 0.3114 0.2930 0.2833
20 0.9340 0.8789 0.8500
Table 6.3: Values of the truncation residual ^/]$/crs for three values of p and SNR.
SNR p =  170 p =  210 ■o II to CO o
100 0.3572 0.1810 0.1783
60 0.4153 0.3004 0.2906
20 0.9838 0.8700 0.8170
-e-
Figure 6.13: The output image r(x) after restoration, in the absence of noise, with p = 512.
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Figure 6.14: The dependence of the two components of the residual \/E\\\p — tf\\2\/<Ts on the pa­
rameter p. for SNR =  100
Figure 6.15: The dependence of the two components of the residual \fE\\\p  — pt\\2\/crs on the pa­
rameter p. for SNR =  60
Figure 6.16: The dependence of the two components of the residual y/£[||p — p '||2]/cr* on the pa­
rameter p, for SNR =  20
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Figure 6.17: The output image r(x) after restoration with p — 170 for SNR =  100
Figure 6.18: The output image r(x) after restoration with p = 210 for SNR =  100
Figure 6.19: The output image r(x) after restoration with p = 230 for SNR =  100
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Figure 6.20: The output image r(x) after restoration with p = 170 for SNR =  60
Figure 6.21: The output image r(x) after restoration with p =  210 for SNR =  60
-a-
Figure 6.22: The output image r(x) after restoration with p =  230 for SNR =  60
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if
Figure 6.23: The output image r(x) after restoration with p = 170 for SNR =  20
Figure 6.24: The output image r(x) after restoration with p =  210 for SNR =  20
Figure 6.25: The output image r(x) after restoration with p =  230 for SNR =  20
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6.3 E m p irica l Choice o f th e  R estoration  Param eter
The graphs in Figures 6.16, 6.15 and 6.14 indicate that, for each value of the SNR, the best choice 
of p is when the two components of the residual
\/£ [ ! Ip -P ,!I2]/<7s =  y /K T ^p /  SNR +11 AlUin/ff. (6.3)
are approximately equal in magnitude. This observation is consistent with the fact that the trunca­
tion residual decreases as p increases, and that in the presence of noise adding more terms beyond 
some threshold value of p produces more noise amplification than it reduces ringing. Intuitively, 
that value of p where the truncation residual is no longer predominant in the restoration residual is 
a good candidate for this threshold value. An automated procedure for choosing this value of the 
restoration parameter was derived, which starts from p =  1 and finds the first value p0 where
ly ta i -  p o ' /o ,  -  | |A | |min /o -,| <  Q x ^
y /T l i  —  pCTf  ~
The values of the residual components for the po chosen at various SNR are plotted with an !o ’ in 
Figures 6.26. 6.27 and 6.28. The 10/100 ratio was determined by experimentation.
Restoration using the automated procedure for determining the value po was performed for 
various values of SNR. The corresponding Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31 are compared with the visual 
choices in Figures 6.25 6.21 and 6.17. The ideal restoration result would be the one in in Figure 6.13. 
The results indicate that noise amplification is avoided by the automated method. Moreover, for 
low SNR the value po produces visually better restoration results than the value p visually chosen in 
Section 6.2.2 for the corresponding SNR. Also, the algorithm for p is somewhat conservative, in that 
for an average or high SNR, a p value slightly larger than po could be used without introducing visible 
noise amplification. These experiments indicate that the value of po returned by the automated
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procedure can be considered a good initial value, and that restoration results may be improved 
further by finely tuning p about po-
Figure 6.26: The dependence of the two components of the residual \jE\\\p  — p'lpl/cr, on the pa­
rameter p, for SNR =  100
Figure 6.27: The dependence of the two components of the residual \/E]\\p — pMPJ/o* on the pa­
rameter p, for SNR =  60
Figure 6.28: The dependence of the two components of the residual \/E]\\p — p 'lp j/o ', on the pa­
rameter p, for SNR =  20
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Figure 6.29: The output image r(x) after restoration with po =  201 for SNR =  100
Figure 6.30: The output image r(x) after restoration with po =  185 for SNR =  60
Figure 6.31: The output image r(x) after restoration with po = 131 for SNR =  20
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6.4  R estora tion  o f S m ooth  Scenes
The performance of the restoration algorithm was assessed on a family of scenes with various degrees 
of smoothness. These scenes were generated using scene data from the digital image aerial.ras in 
Figure 6.9. For illustration purposes, the scene si in Figure 6.32 is the horizontal row 390 of 
aerial.ras. This scene has considerable spatial detail at small scale. The other scenes S2,S3, . . .  
tire produced from si by repeatedly blurring with the filter 2~ j , 2 4>j ,o , which is a  rectangle (moving 
average) function having the width equal to the inter-sample distance £ =  2~J . The image acquisition 
PSF h is the triangle function with support 8£.
Figure 6.32: The input scene «i(x) with smoothness 1
Figure 6.33: The input scene S6(x) with smoothness 6
Wavelet-based restoration was performed for all degrees of smoothness between 1 and 12. Results 
are presented for the degrees of smoothness Mo =  1, 6 and 8. In the absence of noise the scenes in 
Figures 6.32, 6.33 and 6.34 are restored exactly.
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Restoration in the presence of noise was performed using the automatic choice of the restoration 
parameter value described in Section 6.3. Figures 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37 show restoration of the scene 
in Figure 6.33 with degree of smoothness 6 and SNR =  100,60,20. Similarly, Figures 6.38, 6.39 and 
6.40 show restoration of the scene in Figure 6.34 with degree of smoothness 8 . Results indicate that 
the automatic choice helps avoid noise amplification for various degrees of smoothness. Also, given 
the scenes with fairly large amount of small-scale detail considered in this dissertation, the chosen 
value of po seems to depend much more strongly on the SNR, than on the degree of smoothness 
of the original scene. This indicates that, for this type of scenes, the restoration assumption made 
about the scene smoothness is not a critical factor. This is an important property of the procedure 
for the empirical choice of the restoration parameter, since information about the original scene 
smoothness may not be available.
Figure 6.34: The input scene sg(i) with smoothness 8
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Figure 6.35: The output image r(x) with smoothness 6 after restoration with po =  185 for SNR =  100
Figure 6.36: The output image r(x ) with smoothness 6 after restoration with po =  177 for SNR = 60
Figure 6.37: The output image r(x) with smoothness 6 after restoration with po =  132 for SNR = 20
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Figure 6.38: The output image r(x) with smoothness 8 after restoration with po =  187 for SNR =  100
Figure 6.39: The output image r(x) with smoothness 8 after restoration with po =  173 for SNR =  60
Figure 6.40: The output image r(x) with smoothness 8 after restoration with po =  131 for SNR =  20
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Sum m ary
This dissertation developed the wavelet-domain model of a passive imaging system, and the con­
struction of a wavelet-domain model-based solution to the image restoration and problem. More 
specifically, this work extended the existing Fourier domain C /D /C  imaging system model to a 
wavelet domain alternative and demonstrated the necessity for the wavelet domains used in C /D /C  
domain modeling to be convolution-consistent, biorthogonal, with symmetric and compactly sup­
ported bases. Since a ONCS wavelets framework does not provide all these properties, then the 
Bi-ONCS wavelet framework was used. The scene and image functions, as well as the digital image 
sequences in the C /D /C  model have wavelet-based representations in Bi-ONCS wavelet domains 
with spline scaling functions. A Bi-ONCS wavelet convolution theorem and a  Bi-ONCS wavelet 
sampling theorem prove that the convolution .md sampling processes are modeled in the wavelet 
domain by multiplication with band-diagonal or block-diagonal matrices. A C /D /C  system model 
wavelet-based image acquisition equation is derived, which constitutes the foundation for the the 
formulation of image restoration as a discrete least squares problem. A restoration solution was 
developed using the singular value decomposition. The results presented illustrate restoration per­
formance on synthetic scene data and actual scene data, for scenes with pixel-scale features, and with
96
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various degrees of smoothness. In the absence of noise and with sufficient sampling the restoration 
was exact. Furthermore, the solutions to the image restoration problem were required to pass a 
reality test, in that they were evaluated on their ability to avoid noise amplification, a common issue 
in image restoration in the presence of noise. The solutions use a rank parameter for establishing 
a tradeoff between noise amplification and small restoration residual. An empirical procedure for 
the automated choice of the restoration parameter was developed, based on the residual component 
magnitude. Experiments indicate that this procedure successfully avoids noise amplification.
7.2 Future R esearch D irections
The development of this dissertation has opened paths for subsequent research directions. 2-D 
extension At this research stage, as the 1-D wavelet-based restoration is set up and has progressed 
successfully, the 2-D development is a natural consequence. The use of separable wavelet functions 
facilitates the future 2-D implementation of wavelet-domain modeling, aliasing Aliasing occurs 
when an image function is sampled at with an inter-sample distance larger than the support of 
the features—spikes—in the image. Experimental research of the wavelet-based sampling process, 
using the wavelet-based sampling m atrix for the case of under-sampled image functions designed in 
Chapter 4. Sub-pixel restoration: If in the restoration process the remoral of image degradations is 
coupled with improving the resolution of the image at a scale smaller than the inter-sample distance, 
then this process is identified as sub-pixel restoration. Sub-pixel restoration is often possible in a 
multi-scanning/resampling application. The use of the wavelet-domain modeling of scene functions 
and digital images described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 has not been explored in the context of 
sub-pixel restoration. In general, wavelet techniques have the capability of integrating additional 
samples in an easy manner, and the use of wavelets in this context represents a possible potential.
Restoration for scanning imaging systems: Scanning imaging systems are characterized by a 
non-symmetric point spread function. In this dissertation only traditional imaging systems having a 
symmetric image acquisition PSF were considered. Two approaches can be considered to extend the 
results to scanning imaging systems: the choice of a non-symmetric wavelet basis, or the expression
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of the scanner PSF as a linear combination of symmetric PSFs. Preliminary unpublished results 
indicate that this future research shows a promising perspective.
Adaptive restoration: Digital images often contain regions characterized by different spatial res­
olutions (levels of detail). The wavelet-based image restoration algorithm can take advantage of 
resolution information and avoid unnecessary computation in a low resolution region of the image. 
The use of the wavelet-based restoration approach developed in this dissertation coupled with a 
partitioning method that would extract the necessary resolution information could perform adap­
tive restoration. The partitioning method can be obtained from the wavelet transform of the digital 
image. Moreover, results of current research in the use of wavelet methods for texture analysis 
and classification, as well as edge detection can be used for sophisticate partitioning procedures. 
Nonlinear retinex restoration Human vision models, like the retinex1 model for instance, provide for 
dynamic-range compression, and lightness and color constancy. Often these properties are not con­
sidered in traditional restoration approaches. By integrating a wavelet-based retinex operator in the 
wavelet-domain model-based restoration, better restoration results could potentially be obtained. A 
wavelet-based approach can potentially achieve a  human-vision-like lightness characteristic, allowing 
illumination variations to be distinguished from scene characteristics. This development involves the 
inclusion of a non-linear, retinex component in the linear C /D /C model.
lThe retinex operator is the object of a patent. Further reference is provided in [45, 44].
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A ppendix A
W avelet M ethods
This appendix contains a summary of wavelet theory and notation, as used in this dissertation, based 
on [15. 24. 55]. While there is no unique agreement at this time on the notation used for everything 
from fundamental constructions to wavelet domain variables, some choices seem to prevail. As this 
dissertation was being developed the notation used in [24] was generally followed.
A .l  W avelets, Scaling F unctions and W avelet B ases
A wavelet w(x) is a function localized both in the spatial domain and in the frequency domain, as 
described in Definition A.1.1 and Section A.6 . Among various classes of wavelets, in this dissertation 
we consider compactly-supported (CS) wavelets. These wavelets have compact support in the spatial 
domain, and allow for a computationally feasible reconstruction of functions from their wavelet 
domain representation. More details about the localization of the wavelet 0(x) are given later in 
this section, as well as in Section A.6.
A non-minimal set of properties that can be required of a wavelet is summarized below, according 
to [60].
D efinition A.1.1 (W avelet) A function xl> is a wavelet if the following properties hold:
I. regularity : ip(x) and all derivatives up to order m  are in £ 2(R);
99
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2. localization : 0 (x) and all derivatives up to an order m decrease rapidly as x  —► ± 0 0 ;
3. oscillation : f  x kib(x) dx =  0 for 0 < k  < m;
R
4■ integer translations and dilations of ijj form a basis of Cr{R).
A wavelet ip{x) and the associated scaling function p(x) form a wavelet pair {p, 0} which permits 
the construction of various types of wavelet bases for function spaces in £ 2(R). This dissertation 
uses orthonormal (ON) wavelet bases and biorthogonal (Bi-ON) wavelet bases, as they were found 
to be the appropriate bases from the point of view of the C/D /C system model. This dissertation 
explicitly models scenes and images related to the C /D /C  system model, and therefore an explicit 
analytical formulas for the scaling function p  is needed. Various frameworks exist for wavelet-based 
modeling. The use of the wavelet filter framework, for instance, would permit the bypass of the 
explicit construction of a scaling function and wavelet pair {p, ib}, which then may not have a closed 
form. The most appropriate framework for wavelet-based C/D/C modeling is the multiresolution 
analysis (MRA) framework. The construction of a a scaling function and wavelet pair {p, ip} is 
related to the MRA and starts with the construction of the scaling function p, as in Meyer [60], or 
as in Mallat [55], or as in Daubechies [24]. As the joint design of p  and w is made, there is a concern 
for desirable properties they should have. Examples of such properties include the compact support 
of p  and y and the localization in frequency achieved by 0 , the symmetry of p  and 0 , the existence 
of an analytical expression for p  and 0 . Further details about the MRA framework are found in 
Section A.2,
The formalization of wavelet theory in [24, 60, 55] produced designs of various {p, 0 } wavelet 
pairs, as well as the rediscovery of such pairs previously used in mathematics. Depending on the 
application sought, in some cases newly designed wavelets achieved success and became standard [9, 
99]. In other applications old constructs such as the Haar wavelet [35] were a better choice.
Wavelet domain bases constructed from a {p, 0} pair involve families of dilations and translations
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of ib(x) and <p(x) denoted by tbj,k(x) and yjj,t(x ). These dilations and translations are:
=  V ^ ( V x  -  k) 
ii>j,k(x) =  2j / V ( 2 j x  -  k)
(A-l)
(A-2)
for all j, k 6 Z. This notation is in the spirit of Daubechies [24], except for the sign of j .  The wavelet 
domain variables j  and k  are interpreted as follows:
• j  is the resolution level,
• k is the location at resolution j.
The complete framework for the understanding and construction of wavelet domain bases is the 
multiresolution analysis (MRA) [60, 55] described in Section A.2. Wavelet dilations and translations 
form bases for large classes of functions in a similar way that sines and cosines form a basis for large 
classes of functions. Formally, given a scaling function and wavelet pair {ip.xb}, a wavelet basis of 
£ 2([0. L)) is the set of functions
for P  G Z arbitrary and j ,  k ,k ' £ Z with j  > P. No assumption is made at this point about the 
support of the functions in the wavelet pair. Similarly, the Fourier basis for functions in £ 2([0, L)), 
extended by periodicity on £ 2(R), is the set
(A.3)
|  exp(-t'27n/i/iV) =  sin(2/ri/x/iV) +  i cas(2itvx/N) j (A.4)
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for all v £ Z. A brief comparison between the use of the wavelet bases versus the use of the Fourier 
basis reveals several differences:
1. The Fourier basis has very good frequency domain localization, but poor spatial localization. 
The wavelet bases have approximate localization in both the spatial and frequency domains.
2. In contrast with the Fourier basis, which is unique and analytically simple, there is an infinity 
of wavelet bases, each with some specific properties following from the use of a specific wavelet 
pair
3. From the C /D /C  system modeling point of view, the Fourier basis diagonalizes convolution 
the convolution operator, but complicates the sampling operator. By comparison, the wavelet 
bases almost the convolution and sampling operators.
4. The Fourier transform can be implemented as a O(ATIogiV) operation. The wavelet transform 
can be implemented as an O('VlogiV) or O(N)  operation [55. 84, 85].
A .2 M ultiresolu tion  A nalysis
This section describes the concept of multiresolution analysis (MRA), which was first formalized by 
Meyer [60] and Mallat [55] and is described in detail by Daubechies [24]. The presentation herein 
relies on all three of these references, and uses a notation close to that in [60, 55].
D efinition A .2.1 (M ultireso lu tion  A nalysis) A multiresolution analysis (MRA) is a sequence 
of increasing closed subspaces V Jr for j  € Z . which approximate £ 2(R) in the sense that properties 
(A.5) to (A.8) hold.
{0 ] C - C V o C V , C - £ 2( l)  (A.5)
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Figure A.l: MRA subspaces V0, V\ and W 0






where {0} is the empty set, and (•) denotes closure. For any function s E its dilation is in VJ+i ,
s(x) €  V j  <*=>• s(2x) 6 V j+1. (A.8)
Given an MRA having properties (A.5) to (A.8) then the subspace W 0 is defined to be the orthogonal 
complement of Vo in V i, as shown in Figure A .l, i.e.,
V i =  Vo ©  W 0 V0 -L W 0. (A.9)
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Similarly, along the MRA subspace ladder, for all j  € Z
V;+i = V j  0  W , V j ±  W j  (A. 10)
Several decompositions in subspaces may be written for a multiresolution analysis space V j, at any 
resolution step j  in the MRA, as follows:
V, = vH ® w H  = v J_20 w J_20 w ;_1 = ... 
= v Q0 w <?0 - . - 0 w J_1=.-.
for any Q < J. with Q 6  Z. Also, the approximation of £2(R) using multiresolution analysis 
subspaces V, may be written as follows:
£2(R) = Vj 0 W j 0  - - = V;_. 0 W J_10 W J0 -  - = ••• 
=  V < 3  0  w q  0  • ’ • 0  W _ ,  0  • ■ • = • • •
for any j  6 Z and any P < j ,  with P  € Z. The ONCS wavelets, and the Bi-ONCS wavelets used in 
this dissertation are compactly supported (CS) wavelets. The MRA subspaces having a compactly 
supported wavelet pair {^, #} allow for a decomposition of £ 2([0,L)) similar to equations (A.11) 
and (A.12). In fact, formulas in this section maintain their validity when substituting £2([0, L)) for 
C 2 ( R ) .
D efinition A .2.2 (Scaling Function) Given an MRA Vj for j  6 Z, there exists a unique function 
& G Vq called the MRA scaling function such that translations of ip form a orthonormal (ON) basis
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of Vo, so that (A.13) and (A.14) are satisfied.
jyj(x -  fc)|fc€z} w & basis o f V 0 (A.13)
(ip(x),<p(x -  k)) = f  <p(x)<p(x -  k) =  <5[*] (A.14)
J R
where the symbol J[Ar] is the Dirac sequence and where the inner product is defined by
( f (x ) ,g (x ) )=  f  f(x)g(x)dx  (A.15)
VR
The basic feature of a MRA having a scaling function as in Definition A.2.2 [55], is that there
exist a function w G Wo which is a wavelet, as per Definition A.1.1, such tha t the wavelet translates
form a OX basis of Wo, so that properties (A.16), (A.17) and (A.18) are satisfied.
| ib(x — k) |  is a basis of Wo (A.16)
for k G Z , such that
(t!>(z), 0(x  -  k)) = <J[Ar] (A.17)
(V > ( x ) ,  v>(x -  k)) =  0 (A.18)
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Properties (A.14), (A.17) and (A.18) are particular to the ortkonormality requirement, and can be 
relaxed, giving the opportunity to construct various non-ON wavelet families.
The process of building ON bases for the MRA subspaces V j  and for the orthogonal subspaces 
W j proceeds as follows, using the wavelet pair (<^ , ip}. As a consequence of properties (A.8),(A.13) 
and (A.14), ON bases for subspaces V j  in the MRA are obtained from translations and dilations of 
the scaling function € V0. That is,
j(Pj,/fc(x) j is an ON basis of V , (A. 19)
with k G Z. where p^hk is the function defined in equation (A.l).
As a consequence of properties (A.16), (A.17), (A.18) and (A.19) above, ON bases for the or­
thogonal subspaces Wde f i ne d  in equation (A. 10) are obtained from translations and dilations of 
the wavelet w G W 0. That is,
|i t ’jjfc(x) j is an orthonormal basis of W j (A.20)
with k 6 Z where tpj,k is the function defined in equation (A.2). A ON basis for V c a n  be 
obtained from properties (A.19),(A.20) using (A.10):
{<^jjt(x). ipj,k> (x) j is an orthonormal basis of V7+i (A.21)
with k, k' G Z. The subspace decompositions previously written for £ 2(R) and for the MRA 
subspaces V j  in equations (A .ll) and (A.12) allow numerous ON wavelet bases for these spaces, 
having yjj.* and 4>hk as building blocks. Among these bases (A.22) is an ON basis for £ 2(R), for
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any Q 6  Z, and (A.23) is an ON basis for V j ,  for any J  > Q.
Q < j < J
(A.22)
(A.23)
where k .k ' 6 Z. Historically, the first construction of a scaling function is found in Haar [35] 
where -p(x) =  ^ ( x )  is the characteristic function of the interval [0,1). This scaling function and 
corresponding MRA are used as an example throughout this Appendix.
Exam ple A .2.1 The scaling function tpl corresponds to a MRA where the subspace
V Q = spanfipo,*} (A.24)
with k €. Z is the space of piecewise constant scenes on intervals of length 1. The MRA subspace
Vi = span{v?{ *} (A.25)
with k  € Z is the space of piecewise constant scenes on intervals of length 0.5. Similarly
V_! =  span{v3i_lifc} (A.26)
with k £ Z is the space o f piecewise constant scenes on intervals of length 2, and so forth. As the 
resolution level j  increases, the width of the intervals —► 0, and V j  —¥ £ 2(R). As the resolution
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level j  decreases, the width of the intervals 2~J —► oo, and V j  —► {0}.
A .3 B iorthogonal W avelets
When using the biorthogonal wavelet framework, two MRAs are used
{ o j c - c V o C V j c - / : 2!®)
{ o } c - c v  c  v  c •••£2(E)
~ o  ~  1
(A.27)
The orthogonality conditions (A.9), (A. 10) are replaced by biorthogonality conditions. Given the two 
MRAs each having properties (A.5) to (A.8) then the subspace Wo is defined to be the complement 
of V0 in V i, as shown in Figure A.l, and similarly for the dual MRA
V i = V o 0 W o
(A.28)
V = V  w
~ i ~o - o
Similarly, along the MRA subspace ladder.
V j+ i = V j © W j
(A.29)
V = V (R w
~ j + i  - j  ~  i
having a biorthogonality condition among the MRA subspaces as
Vj ±  W
V _LWj.
(A.30)
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Compared to the ONCS framework described in Section A.l, the biorthogonal framework contains 
some extra elements. Aside from the wavelet pair {p, ip} one also constructs the dual scaling function 
p  and the dual wavelet ip. Then the wavelet quadruple {p,ip,p,ip} is used instead of the wavelet 
pair {ip, ip}. Mathematically, the wavelet pairs {p, ip} and {p, ip} are interchangeable within the 
quadruple.
If the wavelet quadruple {p, ip, p, ip} is used for the construction of biorthogonal (Bi-ON) wavelet 
bases, then the the following biorthogonality properties hold:
(p(x), ip(x -  k )> =  (ip(x), p(x - k ) )  = 0  (A.31)
(p{x), p[x -  k)) = {tp{x), ip{x -  k))= <5[fc] (A.32)
A .4 W avelet Coefficients and W avelet Series E xpansions
This section shows the explicit wavelet series expansion of scene functions and digital images, using 
Srst ONCS wavelet bases and then Bi-ONCS wavelet bases. The ON wavelet basis of C2([0,L)) given
by formula (A.22) is used to represent any scene function s € £ 2([0, £,)), given a ON wavelet pair
The scene is represented as an infinite ON wavelet series expansion in terms of translations 
and dilations of the scaling function p  and wavelet il\ as a consequence of the orthogonality properties 
(A.14), (A.17) and (A.18), as follows
s(x) = £  S*[Q, k}pQk(x) + 5 2 Y .  (x) (A.33)
t e Z  > > Q f c '€ Z
where Q € Z arbitrary. When using ON compactly supported (ONCS) wavelets, which are charac­
terized by p  and ip having compact support, the number of translations of p  and ip is finite. The
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wavelet series expansion of s € £ 2([0, £ )), using ONCS wavelets is given by
110
[2q L} ~1  rZ-» £.1 -1
s(x) = ] T  S*[Q,k]<pQk{x) + Y ,  E  S«\j,k']TPjk'(x)  (A.34)
fc= -IU + i j>Q t '= -|/< ,|+ i
where Q 6 Z arbitrary, 1^ and I& are the finite support intervals of and 0  respectively and the
ONCS wavelet coefficients in formula (A.4) are obtained as inner products, as
■5s3 [Q, A:] =  (s,<pQk) (A.35)
S t’\j,k] = (8,v>Jk). (A.36)
Based on equation (A.34) the notation V j { s ) is used to denote the orthogonal projection of s onto 
the MRA subspace V j .  Then, Vj{s)  has the following finite ONCS wavelet series expansion
r2« t l - i  j - 1  f a ' t i - 1
Pj(s) (x )=  Y ,  ^ [ Q , k } ^ Qk(x) + Y  E  S ^ k ' t y j v i x )  (A.37)
* = — j-Q  * '= - IM + i
As a consequence of the biorthogonal properties (A.31) and (A.32), the Bi-ON wavelet series ex­
pansion of a continuous scene s G £ 2([0, L)), using Bi-ONCS wavelets is given by
r2°r,i-i ra-* £.i-i
s(x ) =  E  S~[<2 , fc]<^ >Qjt(x) +  E  E  S~[j,k']0jk'(x) (A.38)
* = - | / „ l + i  i > Q * '= - \ l v  l+ i
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where 1^ and 1$ are the finite support intervals of <p and ip respectively and the Bi-ON wavelet 
coefficients in (A.38) are obtained by
•?-[(?, Ar] =  (s,ip ) (A.39)
~QJfc
5~[7,fc] =  ). (A.40)
~}k
Based on equation (A.38), the (oblique) projection Pj(s)  € V j  has the following finite Bi-ONCS 
wavelet series expansion
r2Qt l - l  J - 1 \ V L - \ - l
Vj(s)lx)  = ^ 2  S~[Q,k]ipQk(x) + 5 3  ^L, S~[j.k']ipjk’(x) (A.41)
* = - | / „ |+ i  j=Q f c '= - | / „ |+ i
A .5 M u ltireso lu tion  Subband C oding Schem e
In a multiresolution analysis as described by the relations (A.5)-(A.12) the scaling and wavelet 
functions p  6 V0, ip € W 0 are related to the dilations and translations pik  and Wi* via filter 
coefficients c[n] and d[n], as follows
&(x) =  ^ c W v ’inte)
n
w(x) =  ^d[n]<^>ln(x)
(A.42)
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In the case of biorthogonal bases, the dual multiresolution analysis also determines similar relations 
between the corresponding duals
¥>(*) =  5 1  c[n]<p (x)
n "“' I n
(A.43)
ib{x) = ^ d \ n ) < p  (*)•
The discrete filters c[n], d[n], c[n] and tf[n] cannot be any arbitrary sequences, nor are they uniquely 
determined [18. 24]. Either the conditions of orthogonality (A.14), (A.17) and (A.18), in the case of 
ON bases, or the conditions of biorthogonality (A.31) and (A.32), in the case of Bi-ON bases, imply 
certain conditions on these filters, not analyzed here. Briefly, the discrete filters c[n], d[n], c[n] and 
d[n] form a perfect reconstruction filter bank [24, 95]. It can be shown that the wavelet coefficients 
S~{j + 1 .it], S~[j, k] and S~\j,k\ of an arbitrary function at two consecutive multiresolution levels 
j  and 7 + 1 are related through the analysis formulas:
*1 =  5 1  -  2k\S~[j +  1. *1 (A.44)
t' ~
5%, k] = J 2  i l k> -  2k\§ ~U + *] (A-45)
and through the synthesis formula:
S~[y + 1, *] =  Y ,  cik  -  2k']S~[j’ *1 +  5Z dik -  2^']5~ [j, fc] (A.46)
k' k‘
Equations (A.44) and (A.46) involving the filters c[n], d[n], c[n] and d[n] correspond, in the filter 
banks theory, to a  perfect reconstruction filter bank. A rewriting of the relations (A.44) and (A.46)
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above in the spirit of the filter banks theory gives the formulas:
S~{j,k] = S~[J + I, k ] * c  1 2  (A.47)
S~\j, A:] =  S~\j + I , k ] * d l 2  (A.48)
where * denotes discrete convolution, 1 2 denotes downsampling by discarding the values at odd 
indices, and c|n] =  c[—n], d[n] = d[—n] are the mirror filters of c, d respectively, and
5 %  +  !,*] =  S~\j, k] t  2 * c +  S~[j, k] T 2 * d (A.49)
where f  2 denotes upsampling by inserting zeros at odd indices.
A .6 Space-Frequency W indow s
Space and frequency are dual domains from the point of view of Fourier methods, in that information 
about a space domain scene s( ) is never available in the frequency domain representation S[-]. By 
contrast, a wavelet domain representation 5[-, •] can indicate simultaneously the behavior of the space 
domain scene s within a space interval, and the behavior of the frequency domain representation 5 
within a frequency band. In other words, a wavelet domain representation gives the opportunity of 
simultaneous space domain and frequency domain analysis. Loosely, for a wavelet coefficient S[j, fc], 
the relation with space and frequency domains takes place through the wavelet domain variables 
j  and k. Location k  can be interpreted as space related, since 2~j k  is a space domain location. 
Resolution level j  can be interpreted as frequency related, since 2J is interpreted as scale, and 2~] 
is interpreted as frequency.
It is shown next, as in [15], that the simultaneous relation of wavelet coefficients 5^[-, •] with 
space and frequency domain derives from the simultaneous localization property (see Section A.l)
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of wavelets r!) in space and frequency domains.
Formally, the localization of the wavelet ip in space-frequency windows is described as follows, 
using the method in [15]. The notation || • || denotes the £ 2(R) norm.
A wavelet ip(x) is an oscillation which can be localized in both space and frequency. If 0 (x) G 
£ 2(R) and xip(x) 6  £ 2(R) hold, among properties of the wavelet function ip(x) in Definition A. 1.1, 
then the space domain support of ip(x) is the finite space interval 1^. Similarly, if rp(u) 6 £ 2(R) 
and unii(uj) € £ 2(R) hold among properties of the wavelet function rp(u), then the frequency domain 
support of iP(lj) is the finite frequency interval 1^. In general, wavelets may be localized in the space 
domain, in the frequency domain, or in both.
For the CS wavelets considered in this dissertation, which are implicitly localized in space, Iv 
is finite, and typically small. The CS wavelet ip(x) is supported in the space domain interval 
I = [x* -  Axw,x* + Axtt], with center xj, and width |/u | = 2Axv , where
x l  =  jj^i]2 / a# (~ )l2<& (A.50)
=  /(x ~ I *)2|^,(l)i2 dx  (A-51)
If the localization of t/>(x) is satisfied in the spatial domain, then the dilations and translations ipjk(x) 
given by the formulas (A.2), are also localized to spatial intervals I 0jk [15].
For some CS wavelets. /  ^ is infinite. The Haar wavelet {<pl , v 1} is an example of such a situation. 
However, it is possible that by design, for some CS wavelets, ip(u) has the localization property 
described in Definition A.1.1. Then ij>(u>) is supported in the frequency domain interval 1^, with
center uj'- and width =  2Aw^, where
wm- = - t — [  u;|t/>(w)|2 dij (A.52)
*  \ m \2 J
=i = \ /p iF  (A'53)
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Figure A.2: Space/frequency localization of wavelets in space-frequency windows
If the localization of is satisfied in the frequency domain as indicated above, then the Fourier 
transforms of the dilations and translations ibjk(x) are also localized to frequency intervals
I- . If the translations and dilations il>,k(x) are localized in space, and their Fourier transformsL.jk J
are localized in frequency, then wavelets ilJjk(x) are said to be localized in the space-frequency 
plane to space-frequency windows Iyjk x / -  ^, as the one in Figure A.2, for instance. In general, 
each wa%-elet domain is characterized by a partition of the space/frequency plane in space/frequency 
windows, where window widths and overlap depend on the {<p, pair.
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E xam ple A .6.1  The Haar wavelet {<pl , ip1} is defined as
^ ( x )  =
t^fx)  =  <
1 r 6 [0, 1)
0 otherwise
1 x € [0,1/2) 




Both the Haar wavelet rvl (x) and the Haar scaling function (x) are localized in space to the 
intervals x € / , i =  =  [0.1). The corresponding dilations and translations tpj k(x) and d>jt (x)
are defined by
S?j.fc(2:) = 2 " V ( 2  Jx - k )  
2j' 2v 1(2jx  -  k)
(A.56)
(A.57)
for all j , k  € Z . The dilations and translations are localized to intervals of width 2~J centered on 
location 2~J(k + 1/2). That is, the spatial domain intervals supporting t (x) and tpj k (x) are 
I j i   ^ =  I t.i k =  [2~-’k,2~j {k +  1)). Since 0 j  fc(w) §1 £2(R), the Haar wavelet is not localized in both 
space and frequency domains, and the space-frequency windows in Figure A.2 cannot be constructed.
As a consequence of the simultaneous localization of wavelet in space and frequency, a  wavelet 
basis of dilations and translations as in formula (A.3) provides for simultaneotis space and frequency 
domain analysis, as follows. Given a (continuous) scene s(x) 6  £ 2(R), we denote by S(u)  the Fourier 
transform of this aperiodic scene, defined as in (1.10). The wavelet transform related to a  wavelet
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domain characterized by a wavelet pair {<p, ip} consists of a m atrix of coefficients
[s*[Q,k] ,S*\j ,e]}  (A.58)
defined as in formulas (A.35) (A.36), for Q 6 Z arbitrary and k,k '  € Z with — |/^,|+1 < k < \2QL }—1 
and — |/^ | +  1 <  k1 < \2>L\ -  1. By the power theorem [33]
•S* [7, A*] =  (s(x),tpj,k(x)) =  (S(o/),t£(w)) (A.59)
This formula shows that the value of a wavelet domain coefficient S v [j, A] is simultaneously related
to the behavior of s(x) in the spatial domain to the support interval of and to the behavior of
S(uj) in the frequency domain to the support frequency band of iD},k(u)- Therefore, if ip is localized 
in space, and id is localized in frequency, then each wavelet domain coefficient Sc'[j, k] is associated 
with a space-frequency window A*,* *
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